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Michaan’s Auctions - Terms and Conditions of Sale
STANDARD CONDITIONS OF SALE
These Conditions of Sale are binding on all purchasers at Auction. Please
read carefully.
By registering to bid at auction, in person, or through an agent,
by absentee bid, or telephone or any other means including the
Internet and e-mail, you agree to be bound by these Conditions of
Sale (and changes made as noted below.)
All property and every lot for sale in our catalogue is offered subject
to the following terms and conditions, along with any changes
that may be published or announced prior to or during a sale by
Michaan’s Auctions. (MA). The terms “MA” “us,” “we,” or “our”
as used herein all refer to Michaan’s Auctions. Unless otherwise
indicated in the catalogue or at time of sale, MA acts at all times
solely as the agent for the seller. All sales shall be deemed to occur
in California regardless whether by telephone, mail or through the
Internet or the physical location of the buyer.

Furniture & Decorative
Arts
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Stamps & Coins
Michael Rosenberg
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mrosenberg@michaans.com

DEFINITIONS
Hammer price: The highest bid received for a lot upon the fall of
the auctioneer’s hammer.
Buyer’s premium: The amount paid by the buyer as a percentage
of the hammer price and in addition thereto.
Purchase price: The aggregate of the hammer, buyer’s premium
and applicable taxes or other fees, if any, as may be required by
law.
Reserve: The minimum price at which the lot may be sold.
Buyer: The person or entity who buys property at auction or
private sale.
Consignor: The seller, or the seller’s representative, on behalf of
whom we are selling the Property.
Lot: The single item or group of items offered by us for sale.
Property: The item or items comprising an auction lot being offered for sale.

BUYER’S PREMIUM
The Buyer shall pay a Buyer’s Premium per lot which shall be retained
by MA as follows: Twenty Three percent (23%) of the first $250,000.00
of the bid price, seventeen percent (17%) of the amount of the bid price
above $250,000.00 up to and including $1,000,000.00, and fourteen percent (14%) of the amount of the bid price over $1,000,000.00. Internet
Buyer’s Premium is twenty-seven percent (27%) of the first $250,000.00 of
the bid price and twenty-two percent (22%) of the amount of the bid price
above $250,000.00 up to and including $1,000,000, and ninteen percent
(19%) of the amount of the bid price over $1,000,000.
TERMS OF SALE
a. The Purchase of and Payment for Property
The sale of a lot shall be to the highest bidder as determined by the auctioneer, in accord with these Conditions of Sale. Title to the lot shall pass
with the fall of the Auctioneer’s hammer. Buyer shall pay the Purchase
price, as defined above, and such other fees as may be due, in full, within
seven (7) days of the auction sale. Sale is not final and property will not
be released to Buyer until good funds for all amounts due, are received by
MA. Payment may be made (i) in cash, (ii) by wire transfer (additional
$25 fee), (iii) by money order or other guaranteed funds, or (iv) by personal check (when buyer’s credit is approved). No lot shall be transferred
by Buyer to another person until the sale is final. In the event of partial
payment for any lot or lots we shall apply payments, in our discretion, to
the lot or lots we select. The Buyer grants MA a security interest in the
purchased Property, and we may retain as collateral any property purchased and any funds in our possession, to secure a Buyer’s obligations
to us, if any. We retain the rights of a secured party under the California
Commercial Code. All fees, taxes, premiums or other sums due and not
paid pursuant to this paragraph shall bear interest at 1.5 % per month
from the 8th day following the sale to the date paid in full.
b. Collection of Property
Upon transfer of title, Buyer assumes full responsibility, including risk of
loss and damage, for the Property. Purchased property shall be removed
at Buyer’s expense within fifteen (15) days after the sale becomes final.
Property not removed shall be subject to a service fee of $50, and a storage
fee, if retained by MA, of 1% of the purchase price per month. MA may
also, in its sole discretion, elect to place the Property in a public storage
facility at the Buyer’s sole risk, responsibility and expense.
c. Liability for delivery of property
If, for any reason whatsoever, we are unable to deliver the purchased
Property to the Buyer, MA shall be liable to the Buyer only for the
Purchase price paid by the Buyer and in no event shall we be liable for
incidental or consequential damages, including, but not limited to, business interruption or loss of profit.
THE AUCTION PROCEDURE
a. Registration
Bidders must register in advance to bid at auction. (a) If by mail or on
the Internet please comply with, sign and send back the requisite form or
absentee bid. (b) To telephone bid, Bidders must complete, sign and fax a
copy of the Telephone Bid Registration Form, which is available only by
calling MA. Telephone lines are limited, and available on a first-come,
first-serve basis. Registration to bid by telephone must be completed by
5 p.m. the day prior to the auction. (c) When intending to bid in person,
pre register at the desk and obtain a bidding paddle. The auctioneer may
refuse to recognize any person not registered and not having a paddle
number. MA reserves the right at its sole discretion, to refuse anyone the
right to register and participate at an auction.
b. Announcements
We may, at the commencement of, or during the Auction, announce
changes in or modifications to the Conditions of Sale or descriptions of
Property.
c. Absentee Bids
For a Buyer’s convenience, absentee bids will be accepted, when properly
executed and submitted in a timely manner. However, we neither accept
any responsibility to an absentee bidder, nor any liability whatsoever
for a failure to execute the absentee bid for any reason. In the event that
identical multiple absentee bids are the highest bids received for the same
lot then the earliest received of the competing absentee bids shall prevail
at that bid amount.

d. Auctioneer’s Discretion
The Auctioneer has the absolute discretion to 1) pass a lot or withdraw
it from sale at any time prior to its actual sale; 2) refuse to recognize any
bidder; 3) refuse to recognize any bid; 4) resolve any dispute between
bidders or resolve any doubtful bid by deciding who is the successful
bidder or nullifying the auction of the lot and reoffering it for sale. The
Auctioneer’s decision is binding as to disputes arising at auction. If a dispute arises post sale, our records of the sale shall be conclusive. Both the
Auctioneer and MA shall be without any liability whatsoever resulting
from the exercise of the discretion referred to herein.
e. Reserves
All Property is offered for sale subject to a Reserve unless otherwise
stated by us at time of sale. MA may protect the Reserve by an initial bid
or continued bidding on behalf of the consignor. Any bids by MA staff
after the Reserve is met shall be made only on behalf of registered bidders.
Neither the consignor nor an agent or representative of the consignor is
allowed to bid on their own property.
DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES
Except for warranty of title, neither we nor the Consignor make any
warranties, guarantees or representation, express or implied, with respect
to the Property, including, but not necessarily limited to, any implied
warranty of “fitness for purpose” or “merchantability.”
Any and all statements and descriptions in any catalogue or elsewhere
by MA, relating to age, attribution, authenticity, size, genuineness,
provenance, historical relevance or significance, physical condition,
importance, quality, quantity, rarity, period, culture, source or origin, are
presented as statements of qualified opinion only.
MA’s disclaimer of liability covers information contained in catalogues,
and all other printed material published by us, including condition reports. Buyers assume the responsibility to inspect the Property and make
their own decision as to the nature, quality and value of the Property.
Neither MA nor the Consignor make any warranty or representation
with regard to the existence of or the transfer of intellectual property
rights, except and to such extent as may, from time to time, be explicitly
stated.
No employee of MA is authorized to nor shall make any warranty or
representation on MA’s behalf, except as stated in the catalog or in any
written addendum.
BUYER’S DEFAULT
If a Buyer fails to pay for purchased Property, or otherwise does not
comply with these Conditions of Sale, the Buyer shall be in default. In
addition to all remedies available in law, to MA and to the Consignor, the
Buyer shall be liable for the entire Purchase price. Additionally, at our
option, we may either cancel the sale and retain all payments made by
Buyer as well as retain any and all Property of Buyer in our possession
as security against payment of the sums in default, or we may re-offer the
Property for sale, at auction or privately, without reserve. Buyer shall be
liable to us and the Consignor for the additional fees, commissions and
costs on both sales (including handling, storage and court costs and attorney’s fees) resulting from the cancellation or resale of the Property and
in the event of resale, any deficiency which may result.
RESCISSION
The sole and exclusive remedy, available only to the original buyer, is
the limited right of rescission set forth herein. MA will cancel the sale of
Property if the original buyer establishes to our satisfaction that there has
been a breach of the Consignor’s warranty of title, or that the identification of Authorship* of the Property as set forth in Bold Type Heading is
not substantially correct, based on a fair reading of the Catalogue (as may
be amended by posted or announced changes.) IN ALL INSTANCES,
YOU MUST GIVE WRITTEN NOTICE TO US WITHIN 30 DAYS
OF THE SALE OF THE PROPERTY, SETTING FORTH THE BASIS
FOR YOUR CLAIM AND, AT YOUR SOLE EXPENSE AND RISK,
RETURN THE PROPERTY IN QUESTION TO MA WITHIN
SEVEN (7) DAYS AFTER NOTICE IS GIVEN AND IN THE SAME
CONDITION AS WHEN SOLD. Upon review of the claim and the
property, if

PROPERTY IN QUESTION TO MA WITHIN SEVEN (7) DAYS
AFTER NOTICE IS GIVEN AND IN THE SAME CONDITION AS
WHEN SOLD. Upon review of the claim and the property, if we are satisfied with the bases for your claim and the property is in the same condition it was in when sold, MA will rescind the sale and return to you the
Purchase price, unless we have already remitted funds to the Consignor.
In that event, and at MA’s sole discretion, MA shall either pay you as
provided above, or shall pay you only that portion of the Purchase price
retained by us (the Seller’s commission, the buyer’s premium and any
sales taxes collected) and on your behalf make demand on the Consignor
for the balance and upon receipt of the funds remit same to you. Should
the Consignor refuse to return the funds to you or to MA, we shall disclose the Consignor’s identity and assign to you any and all rights MA
may have against the Consignor. Any and all liability MA may have as
agent for the Consignor shall thereupon terminate.
BUYER EXPRESSLY UNDERSTANDS AND AGREES THAT MA
SHALL HAVE NO OTHER LIABILITY TO THE BUYER EXCEPT
FOR THE RETURN OF THE PURCHASE PRICE AND THAT IN
NO EVENT SHALL MA BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR COMPENSATORY DAMAGES OR LOSS OF PROFIT OR
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY.
*Authorship refers to the maker or creator of the Property, and the
period, social culture, and origin of the Property as stated in the Bold
Type Heading for a given lot in our catalogue. It does not refer to the
descriptions which may be contained in the information below the Bold
Type Heading.
MISCELLANEOUS
a. Modification: No modification or amendment of the Conditions of Sale
shall bind MA unless contained in a writing signed by MA, except as
may be posted or published as noted above or verbally announced at time
of sale.
b. Severability: If, for any reason, any part of the Conditions of Sale is
held to be invalid or unenforceable, the remaining portion shall be valid
and enforceable.
c. Successors and Assigns: The Conditions of Sale shall be binding on all
the heirs and assigns of the Buyers and bidders and inure to the benefit of
MA’s successors and assigns.
d. Jurisdiction, Venue, Choice of Law: Dispute resolution shall occur in
Alameda County, California, USA. The provisions of the Conditions of
Sale will be construed and disputes determined by application of California Law, without regard to conflicts of law.
e. Notice, Service of Process: Buyers agree to accept all notices and service
of process relating to dispute resolution at the address provided by Buyer
on any registration forms required to be executed as a condition of bidding in our auction.
f. Dispute Resolution: All disputes and claims arising out of or relating
to events and actions covered herein, brought by or against us, shall be resolved by mediation or binding arbitration in accord with the procedures
set forth below. This provision does not apply to claims brought by the
Buyer directly against the Consignor, including, but not limited to any
action brought pursuant to the rescission provisions noted above
MEDIATION AND ARBITRATION PROCEDURES
(a) Within 30 days of written notice that there is a dispute, the parties or
their representatives may meet at a time and place mutually agreed upon,
to mediate their differences. If the parties agree, a mediator acceptable to
the parties shall be selected. The mediator shall be an attorney, trained
in mediation techniques and familiar with commercial law and the California Uniform Commercial Code (UCC). The mediator's fees shall be
shared equally and paid by all parties. At the mediation, all parties shall
have actual authority to settle the dispute. Any statements made during,
and all aspects of, the mediation process shall be kept confidential and
shall not be admissible in any subsequent arbitration or judicial proceeding. Any resolution shall be confidential. (b) If the parties cannot agree
to mediation, or if mediation does not resolve the dispute, or in any event
no longer than 60 days after receipt of written notice referred to above,
the parties shall submit the dispute for binding arbitration before a single
neutral arbitrator jointly selected, or absent agreement, selected from the
panel of Arbitrators provided by the American Arbitration Association
(AAA). If, within 15 days, the parties cannot agree on an arbitrator, then
AAA shall select one (1) person as arbitrator in accord with AAA rules.

The arbitrator shall be an attorney, experienced in commercial law and
with the UCC. The arbitrator shall be required to follow the law in making his award, and the award shall be in writing and shall set forth findings of fact and legal conclusions.(c) The arbitration shall occur within
60 days of the selection of the arbitrator, in either Oakland or San Francisco, California, unless the parties agree to another location. Discovery
and the procedure for the Arbitration shall, unless otherwise agreed to by
the parties, follow the procedures and policies of AAA governing commercial arbitration, subject however to the following modifications:
1. All arbitration proceedings shall be confidential. None of the parties
nor the arbitrator, may disclose the existence, content or results of the
arbitration without the written consent of all parties.
2. The parties shall attempt to agree on the issues to be arbitrated, or
identify the disputed issues in writing no later than 45 days prior to
arbitration.
3. Unless otherwise agreed by the parties, discovery, if any, shall be
limited as follows: (a) Requests for no more than 10 clearly identified
categories of documents, to be provided to the requesting party within
14 days of written request therefore; (b) Depositions: No more than two
(2) per party, provided however, the deposition(s) are to be completed
within one (1) day; (c) Compliance with the above shall be enforced by the
arbitrator in accord with California law.
4. Each party shall have no longer than eight (8) hours to present its position. The entire hearing before the arbitrator shall not take longer than
three (3) consecutive days, unless all parties agree otherwise in writing.
The award shall be made in writing no more than 30 days following
the end of the proceeding. Judgment upon the award rendered by the
arbitrator may be entered by any court having jurisdiction thereof. Each
party shall bear its own attorney's fees and costs in connection with the
proceedings and shall share equally the fees and expenses of the arbitrator.
Jewelry Sold at Michaan’s Auctions:
It is the responsibility of the bidder to examine carefully any item(s) of
potential interest.
For all the jewelry sold here at Michaan’s Auctions the following applies:
All gemstone weights are approximate.
We are aware of the many types of treatments and/or enhancements used
today on diamonds and colored stones. The purpose is to improve their
appearance i.e. color and/or clarity. Techniques like heat treatments,
color diffusion, irradiated, HTHP, oiling, resin, bleaching, dying and
impregnation are just a few techniques known today. Some treatments
combined. Some treatments are not detectable using standard gemological procedures. Not all treatments are permanent. Prospective buyers are
therefore reminded that unless otherwise noted in the description(s), it
must be assumed that some form of enhancement may have been used.
Regarding laboratories certification: The certifications mentioned in the
descriptions only reflect the opinions of the laboratory. From one laboratory to another they do differ on the degrees of grading and/or treatments.
And if a stone has a certificate from a laboratory we cannot guarantee this
grading.
Watches must be examined carefully. Although we do attempt to mention
in our descriptions significant defects, needed repairs, absent stones and
the like, we do not guarantee the accuracy or operation of any watch
function.
Detailed condition reports are available for most pieces. These reports
contain more information than the catalog descriptions. Images shown
may appear smaller or larger than actual size.
Bond #71393954
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7001
Karl Lagerfield Fuchsia Silk
Chiffon Dress.

7004
Vintage Burberry Double
Breasted Trench Coat.

Size 40.
Condition: Very light wear overall.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

Estimate:
$300 / $500
7002
Jean Patou Assymetric Cocktail
Dress

7005
Toshiyuki Kita for Cassina
Dodo Lounge Chair.

Voided black velvet on mauve grosgrain
silk, large bow to side, size 38.
Condition: Light wear overall.

Estimate:
$500 / $700
7003
Pauline Trigere Striped Navy
and Fuchsia Wool Jacket

Estimate:
$300 / $500

Estimate:
$1,500 / $2,500

Pauline Trigere (B. Paris, Franch 1908 D. New York, 2002).Fuchsia striped
navy wool twill jacket with yoke and
swing sleeves. Five blue leather covered
buttons. Hidden pockets along side
seams. French seams reveal woven
reversed fabric to interior.
pauline trigere in red script woven on
black silk satin ribbon hand-stitched to
back. Neiman Marcus label handstitched to side.
{Approximate measurements:
Bust: 37"
Garment falls straight to hem.
27 5/8" from shoulder to hem.
Sleeve: 25" from shoulder point to hem.
Condition: Very good condition,
although the leather on the buttons is
tired.

Circa 2000.
Toshiyuki Kita (b. 1942); light brown
suede upholstery, polished steel frame;
chairs swivel, recline and feature
adjustable headrests and footrests.
Fabric label to underside reads 'Cassina
Made in Italy'.
{Approximate dimensions: 41 3/4 high
x 30 1/2 wide x 33 inches deep.}.
Literature:
For a similar illustrated example, see:
Bosoni, Giampiero, Made in Cassina,
Skira, 2008, p. 293.
Provenance: From a prominent Mill
Valley estate.
Condition: Minor marks and wear to
upholstery.

7006
Three Black Dresses Including
Chanel.

Estimate:
$400 / $700

For multiple views and color photos, go to catalog.michaans.com.

Label to interior pocket reads
'Burberrys London / Name 54 SHORT
5006/CE / ORDER E11710/4'.
{Approximate dimensions: 48 1/2
inches long, 22 inches armpit to
armpit.}.
Condition: Very light wear overall,
leather buckles with some wear to
edges.

Comprising Tina Leser black lace and
sequin dress with black silk slip and
matching belt, 59 inches long; Paule
Nelson dress with black lace exterior
and solid black interior slip, size 12;
Chanel black floral print dress with
white lace collar and sleeves, size 12.
Condition: Chanel white lace with
minor discoloration. Leser dress with
minor separation to white lining on the
interior, a couple loose threads.
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7007
Burberry Brown Windowpane
Wool Jacket.

7010
Art Moderne Style Silver Tray
on Chrome Table Base.

Orange, cream, and black stitching on
brown; brown leather trim and buttons,
size 2P.
Condition: Very light wear overall.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

Estimate:
$500 / $800
7008
Bonnie Cashin for Russell
Taylor Raincoat.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

Brown canvas coat with light brown
trim, velcro securing straps.
{Approximate dimensions: 50 inches
long, 24 inches armpit to armpit.}.
Condition: Light surface marks. Minor
wear to the interior.

7011
ROY LICHTENSTEIN
7009
Chloe Off White Wool Two
Piece Jacket and Skirt

Estimate:
$400 / $600

The round silver tray with raised edge,
on four leg chrome finish heavy bases.
The tray inscribed with 'Sterling'.
{Approximate weight of tray: 2,790
grams.} {Approximate dimensions: 22
1/2 high x 20 inches diameter.}.
Condition: Light surface scratches to
the tray.
Note: The tray passed a chemical test
for silver, and a scratch test did not
reveal evidence of plating. However,
due to the lack of traditional or
conclusive silver markings we do not
find it appropriate to claim the tray is
sterling. Please take this into account
when bidding.

France.
Circa 2000.
Single breasted, one button jacket,
stitched on belt to sides, buttoned at
back. 30's style waistbelt skirt with two
angled pockets to front, with gathers
toward waist, and two vented pockets
to back. 7" zip to back.
Black on white stitched Chloe MADE
IN FRANCE label, also Neiman Marcus
labels sewn in to backs. The Chloe label
that would have indicated season and
style has been cut off. Woolmark 100%
wool label to both items.
{Approximate measurements: The
jacket:
Bust: 37"
Waist: 33"
L. 33 1/2 drop from shoulder to hem.
L. Sleeves: 23 5/8".
The skirt:
Waist: 27"
Hips: 35"
L. to hem: 28 1/2"
Condition: 3/8" L. mark concealed by
collar roll, left hand side of jacket, 2"
from collar end near button. 1/8" l. hole
to back 8" below collar seam at back.

For multiple views and color photos, go to catalog.michaans.com.

Estimate:
$400 / $600

(American, 1923-1997),
"Aspen Winter Jazz," 1967,
color screenprint on heavy white
calendered paper,
(Approximate dimensions - overall
(sheet/unframed): 40 x 26 inches);
unsigned, from an edition of 300, copublished by the artist and Leo Castelli
Gallery, New York to benefit the Aspen
Jazz Festival,
Proveance: Private Collection, Bolinas,
CA.
Literature: Mary L. Corlett, 'The Prints
of Roy Lichtenstein: A Catalogue
Raisonné, 1948-1997', Washington, D.
C., Hudson, 2002, cat. no.44 (illustrated
in colour).
Condition: Foxing on one of the
screenprint. Creased corners.Overall in
good condition.

7012
Two Thierry Mugler Wool Two
Piece Suits.

Estimate:
$600 / $800

Comprising brown wool suit with jacket
and skirt, brown metal buttons; green
wool suit with jacket and skirt, silver
metal buttons.
Jackets and skirts are size 38.
Condition: Brown skirt securing buckle
is loose with frayed threads. Some
pulled threads throughout. One
securing clasp missing from green
jacket.

Page: 2
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7013
Three YSL and Oscar de la
Renta Garments.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

Comprising Oscar de la Renta pink label
black dress, size 4; YSL 'rive gauche'
black velvet strapless dress, 36 inches
long; YSL 'variation' green and red plaid
jacket with ribbon motif, size 42.
Condition: Jacket with moth damage to
bottom front and sleeve.

7017
Prada "Vacchetta Old" Black
Leather Handbag.

Estimate:
$400 / $600

7014
Four YSL, Gucci and Christian
Dior Garments.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

Comprising YSL 'rive gauche' salmon
pink silk jacket and skirt, amber plastic
buttons, jacket size 34, skirt size 42;
Christian Dior purple coat, 39 inches
long, 28 inches armpit to armpit; Gucci
gray wool skirt with pockets, size 44,
with partial retail tags.
Condition: Light wear overall. At least
one loose thread to purple coat.

7018
Three Fashion Accessories;
Hermes, Saluti, and Pineider.

Estimate:
$400 / $600

7015
Three Ungaro and Valentino
Garments, Dress and Jackets.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

Comprising Ungaro floral print dress,
size 48/14; Valentino navy blue jacket,
size 42/8; and Valentino red suit, jacket
and skirt, size 42.
Condition: Loose threads to bottom of
Ungaro dress.

7016
Percival Lafter Leather Lounge
Chair.

Estimate:
$1,200 / $1,800

Light brown leather upholstery,
Jacaranda wood frame.
With silver Lafer sticker labels.
{Approximate dimensions: 28 high x 41
wide x 37 inches deep.}.
Condition: Some scuffs to legs and
minor chips around edges. Some wear
and fading to leather. Some faint stains,
most noticeable to the arm. Central
securing strap with tear.

For multiple views and color photos, go to catalog.michaans.com.

With authentication cards in original
envelope, partial retail tag to interior,
also with original cloth bag protector.
{Approximate dimensions: 14 1/2 high
x 15 3/4 wide x 6 1/2 inches deep, strap
drop 5 1/2 inches with higher and lower
setting available.
Condition: Very light wear overall. The
leather with minor consistent
weathering by design.

Comprising Hermes 'Les Sangles' blue
silk scarf, small Saluti honeycomb motif
purse (model 1883) with original
packaging, and Pineider green leather
hard case large briefcase.
{Approximate dimensions: Scarf 35 x
35 inches; Saluti purse 6 1/2 inches
diameter, strap drop 18 1/2 inches;
Pineider bag
Condition: Saluti purse with very light
marks to exterior. Pineider bag with
light wear, mainly to the edges.

7019
Collection of Vintage Fendi
Items, Purses and Clutches.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

Comprising shoulder bag with Fendi
print and green leather, small Fendi
print shoulder bag with thin strap, two
Fendi print clutches, small Fendi print
pocket planner.
{Approximate dimensions: Shoulder
bag 30 high x 13 inches wide, strap drop
20 inches.}.
Condition: Minor wear throughout.

Page: 3
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7020
Cartier European Watch &
Clock Co. Enamel Travel
Clock.

Estimate:
$500 / $700

The square face with gilt metal dial, light
blue guilloche border.
The dial with 'Cartier / SWISS', the
backside with 'EUROPEAN WATCH
AND CLOCK Co / SWISS'.
{Approximate dimensions: 3 inches
wide and high.}.
Condition: Some patina and tarnish to
metal. Light scrtaches to the crystal.

7025
Crustacean Fossil.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

7026
Collection of Modoc
Arrowheads in Case.

7022
DR. SEUSS

Estimate:
$1,000 / $1,500

(American, 1904-1991),
"Oh, The Stuff You Will Learn!"
serigraph,
(Approximate dimensions - sight: 11 x
14 inches, framed: 19 x 16.75 inches
edition 1697/2500 on top a blind stamp
at lower left, signed Dr. Seuss lower
right.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

Estimate:
$5,000 / $7,000

Estimate:
$300 / $400

Estimate:
$1,500 / $2,000

For multiple views and color photos, go to catalog.michaans.com.

Including amethyst, iron ore, cookeite,
citrine, etc.
{Approximate dimensions: specimens
range from 2" L. to 8 1/2" L. overall.}.
Condition: One of the specimens is
mounted on a rectangular lucite stand,
and three others are in a wood box. All
of the specimens are rough, irregular,
worn, jagged, etc.

7028
Set of Three Cherner Counter
Stools.

7024
Four Piece Bill Van Erp
Silverplate Coffee Set.

Comprising tray, coffee pot, creamer,
sugar; walnut handles and knops to
creamer and sugar.
'HANDWROUGHT / windmill / DIRK
VAN ERP / SAN FRANCISCO' to the
undersides.
{Approximate dimensions: Tray 13 7/8
wide x 8 3/4 inches deep, coffee pot 11
1/4 inches high.}.
Condition: Light scratches to tray, light
wear overall.

67 pieces total, various forms and sizes,
mounted to white felt board in wood
frame.
{Approximate dimensions of frame: 13
3/4 high x 18 inches wide.}.
Condition: The frame is unstable, with
the glass being loose. Arrowheads
seem to be secured with adhesive.

7027
Thirteen Geodes and Mineral
Specimens.

7023
Pair of Japanese Meiji Bronze
Vases 'Heron and Lotus'.

Each similarly decorated in relief with
scene of a heron and lotus, the bottom
engraved with maker's signiture and
date, read: The empire of Japan, by
Yukishige Watanabe.
{Height : 24 inches (60.9 cm)}.
Condition: Age related patina, dents,
and losses. Ask the Asian Art
Department for more information.

Two sides of the same fossil, looks to
be some kind of shrimp, with large head
and segmented body.
{Approximate dimensions: Each piece
10 1/4 inches long.}.
Condition: Minimal apparent later
damage, the fossil loks to be very stable.

Estimate:
$500 / $800

Bentwood seat and back with white
leather upholstery, chrome finish base.
Cherner labels to undersides.
{Approximate dimensions: 41 high x 17
1/2 wide x 20 inches deep.}.
Condition: Minor wear overall, light
marks to frames and seats.
Authenticity paperwork and care
instructions are available.
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7029
Two Fish Fossils in Stone
Matrices.

Estimate:
$300 / $400

North and South America.
Eocene and Permian Period.
As per labels applied, framed specimen
is from Wyoming and of "Knightia or
"Diplomystus" species. The organic
sediment specimen is from Brazil.
{Approximate dimensions: The framed
specimen is 4 5/8" x 6 3/8" inches, by 1
1/2" D. The longer specimen measures
2" H. x 8 1/2" W. x 4" D.}.
Condition: The specimens appear to be
nearly intact, albeit the specimen in
calcified mud lacks a tail.

7032
Four Native American Woven
Baskets.

Estimate:
$400 / $600

7030
Six Fossilized Specimens
including Nautilus.

Estimate:
$300 / $400

7033
Set of Six Saporiti Omaggi
Style Chrome and Lucite Side
Chairs.

Nautilus shell, scallop shell, trilobites,
half of a megalodon tooth, pine fossil.
{Approximate dimensions: 3 1/2" - 7
3/8" L. overall.}.
Condition: Good condition relative to
age, worn, scratches, the megaladon
tooth is half a tooth lengthwise.

Estimate:
$800 / $1,200
7031
Collection of Various Native
American Arrowheads.

Estimate:
$300 / $400

Arrowheads and other knapped stones,
various stone types, many with stickers
and writing, some arrowheads glued to
boxes, three small round beads
included; approximately 137 pieces
total.

Blue lucite backs with chromed steel
frames.
{Approximate dimensions: 33 1/2 high
x 18 wide x 19 inches deep.}.
Condition: Lacking seat coverings
showing with the foam exposed. Some
scratches to the back. Some wear and
weathering to the frames.

7034
Maciel Mexican Sterling Tea
and Coffee Service on Tray.

Estimate:
$4,000 / $5,000

For multiple views and color photos, go to catalog.michaans.com.

One of squat, globular form, with
notches for a handle; one tightly woven
with geometric elements woven in
brown and pale yellow, and two smaller
vessels, with geometric motifs woven in
pale brown and traces of red.
{Approximate dimensions: 6" H. x 12"
Diameter, the largest; the three color
example, which is the tallest, measures
5" H. x 81/4" Diameter.}.
Condition: Handle absent on the largest
vessel. and a short tear near one of the
handle notches. The rest of the vessels
are in good condition. The shallow, flat
dish-like example has faded coloration.

Comprising hot water kettle on stand,
coffee pot, teapot, covere sugar,
creamer, and large two handled oval
tray.
'L. MACIEL / MADE IN MEXICO
STERLING / 0.925 / star'; kettle stand
lacking markings
{Approximate dimensions: Tray 29 1/2
wide x 19 3/4 inches deep, kettle with
stand 13 1/4 inches high.} {Approximate
weight not including kettle stand:
7,606 grams.}.
Condition: Minor surface wear
throughout, scratches to the tray.
Handles are slightly loose.
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7035
Two Blown Glass Scent Bottles
by R Jolley and R Satava

Estimate:
$300 / $500

American. RICHARD JOLLEY (B.1952)
AND RICHARD SATAVA (B. 1950).
Two Blown Glass Scent Bottles by R
Jolley and R Satava
The first of flat, round form, with
dogwood magnolia to interior. The
second of ovoid shape with flattened
panels, with millefiori sea anomones and
rockwork.
The first, scratch incised to underside
base: R. JOLLEY
/DOGWOOD/FLAGON and dated 82.
Also engraved JOLLEY to back. The
second, engraved to side near base R.
SATAVA and numbered 78/500.
{Approximate dimensions: 5" H.,
overall.}.
Condition: Overall condition is very
good with minor wear and abrasions to
bases, typical of contact with surface,
and minor wear from use.

7038
Live Edge Redwood Low Table
and a Bench.

Estimate:
$400 / $600

7039
Sterling and Silverplate Trays.

Estimate:
$500 / $700

7036
Flatware and Serving Articles
Including Whiting.

Estimate:
$1,250 / $1,750

Whiting Louis XV pattern comprising 8
butter spreaders in vairous forms, 3
teaspoons, 39 various serving pieces;
Whiting Lily pattern comprising 26
teaspoons some slightly smaller, and 2
demitasse spoons; 2 unassociated salt
spoons and 1 place knife.
{Approximate weighable silver: 2,886
grams.}.
Condition: Some minor wear
throughout.

Estimate:
$800 / $1,400

For multiple views and color photos, go to catalog.michaans.com.

Comprising round Gorham tray with
central 'RLW' monogram, Stieff round
tray with floral repousse edge, and
round silverplate tray with mirror top.
{Approximate dimensions: 10 1/4 - 12
inches diameter} {Approximate
weighable silver: 1,338 grams.}.
Condition: Some surface wear
throughout. Minor corrosion to
mirror.

7040
Burberry Trenchcoat.

Estimate:
$300 / $400

Classic Trench.
Blue label to interior and with ACTWU
label stitched in.
{Approximate measurements: Size 38R.
38" Bust. 45" from shoulder to hem. 25
5/8" L. sleeve from epaulet to hem.}.
Condition: Overall condition is good.
Light wear. A few loose threads. 1" long
light splotch and two related small dots
nearby. These may or may not be
removable.

7041
Brioni Men's Clothing, Two
Blazers and Coat.

7037
Sterling Silver Mugs, Tumblers,
and Pitcher.
Comprising Whiting pitcher with
monogram, mug with monogram, Kirk
& Son repousse mug with monogram,
Wood & Hughes mug with monogram,
three tall tumblers one Kirk & Son, two
low tumblers, set of seven low tumblers
with applied horse heads to the sides.
{Approximate dimensions: 3 1/2 - 6 1/4
inches high.} {Approximate weight:
2,252 grams.}.
Condition: Some surface wear
throughout. One horse tumbler seems
to have another tumbler stuck inside.

{Approximate dimensions: Table 17 1/4
high x 70 wide x 29 inches deep, bench
12 high x 40 1/2 wide x 10 1/2 inches
deep.}.
Condition: Both with weathering and
some wear throughout.

Estimate:
$300 / $400

Brioni for Wilkes Bashford; comprising
houndstooth blazer; houndstooth blazer
in brown, black, and white; and black
felted wool coat.
{Approximate measurements: Blazers
33 inches long, 20 inches armpit to
armpit; black coat 49 inches long, 22
inches wide.}.
Condition: Light wear overall.
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7042
Marni Rabbit and Wool Coat.

7046
Lalique Crystal Barsac Pattern
Stemware.

Rabbit fur lining to sleeves and collar,
gray wool, with hood.
{Approximate measurements: 44
inches, bust, 47 inches long.}.
Condition: Very light wear overall.

Estimate:
$300 / $400

Estimate:
$700 / $1,200
7043
Contemporary Artist Made
Aluminum Chair and Ottoman.

Estimate:
$400 / $600

7047
Steuben Cire Purdue Adonis
Torso.

{Approximate dimensions: Chair 36 1/4
high x 40 1/2 wide x 40 inches deep,
ottoman 11 1/4 high x 27 wide x 18 3/4
inches deep}.
Condition: Some weathering and
surface wear throughout.

Estimate:
$700 / $1,200
7044
Jack Paul Waltzer Mink Coat,
Silk Lining.

Estimate:
$300 / $400

New York.
Circa 1990.
Fine natural long hair mink coat,
matched throughout. Brown and black
floral brocade lining, embroidered with
monogram L C G in script to right
lower side parallel to pocket. Large
assymetric button to left side collar.
With matching belt.
{Approximate measurements: 40" Bust.
53" L. from shoulder to hem. 25 1/2" L.
from shoulder point to hem.
Condition: Very good condition,
appears to have been worn rarely.

Estimate:
$500 / $700

For multiple views and color photos, go to catalog.michaans.com.

Stone like texture, polished back,
lacking stand.
'Steuben' incised to the back side.
{Approximate dimensions: 7 1/4 high x
7 wide x 4 1/4 inches deep.}.
Condition: Light wear overall. A
couple small flake chips to back side.

7048
Contemporary Floor Lamp
with Anodized Squares.

Estimate:
$300 / $400

Brushed chrome finish base, the light
section mounted with anodized
aluminum and lucite squares in various
colors, four light.
{Approximate dimensions: 63 inches
high.}.
Condition: Light wear overall, several
surface marks.

7049
Large Malachite Boulder on
Stand.

7045
Life Size Wooden Posable
Mannequin on Stand.

The articulated posable wood
mannequin on green painted wood base,
the torso and legs in sections.
{Approximate dimensions: 69 inches
high.}.
Condition: Minor surface wear
throughout. Some gaps to seams. Base
with some wear. The torso and legs
separated. Loss to one finger.

Comprising eight water goblets and nine
champagne coupes.
'Lalique France' to the undersides.
{Approximate dimensions: Goblets 6
1/4 inches high, coupes 4 7/8 inches
high.}.
Condition: Light wear overall.

Estimate:
$5,000 / $7,000

Partially polished; custom ebonized
wood stand; weighs approximately 60
lbs.
{Approximate dimensions not including
stand: 14 high x 12 1/2 wide x 8 inches
deep.}.
Condition: Some wear to the stand.
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7050
Tiffany & Co. Glass Coupe and
Pitcher Set.

Estimate:
$400 / $600

Comprising the globular pitcher with
loop handle, and six coupes.
'TIFFANY & CO.' to pitcher underside,
the coupes with stickers reading
'TIFFANY & CO / MADE IN
ROMANIA'.
{Approximate dimensions: Pitcher 8
3/4 high x 8 1/4 inches diameter, coupes
5 1/4 high x 4 inches diameter.}.
Condition: Very light scratches to
undersides.

7053
CHARLES SCHULZ

Estimate:
$20,000 / $25,000

7051
Large Scale Carved and
Painted Wood Pond Yacht

Estimate:
$2,000 / $3,000

Circa 1945 - 1950.
The white body with three masts, three
roofed structures, barrels, three large
and six small sails, capstan, anchor, etc.
Painted green hull with white upper
body and gray rails. Seated onto an oak
stand.
The roof of the largest structure is a
reused cigar box with printed
information regarding taxation and
location, CITY OF TAMPA FLORIDA.
{Approximate maximum dimensions: 38
1/2' L. x 49" W. x 10 3/4" D.}.
Condition: The boat itself in good
condition, with visible chips and
scratches to paint, minor split to trim
on one side. The sails are stained, tired,
fraying, and strings, rigging, etcetera
with some losses, broken threads. The
roofed structures in overall good
condition, with minor losses, stain,
scratches, dents, and chips.

7052
Christofle Cluny Pattern Silver
Plate Flatware Set.

Estimate:
$6,000 / $8,000

Comprising 12 place knives, 12 dessert
knives, 8 fish knives, 12 place forks, 8
fish forks, 12 salad forks, 8 pastry forks,
7 oyster forks, 12 tablespoons, 12 oval
soup spoons, 8 demitasse spoons, salad
server pair, 1 serving fork, 1 serving
spoon, 1 soup ladle, 1 cream ladle, 1
cheese knife; unassociated pieces
comprising 8 dessert forks, 1 baby
spoon, 1 cheese cutter, 1 teaspoon.
(129 pieces total).
Condition: Some tarnish and minor
surface wear throughout.

For multiple views and color photos, go to catalog.michaans.com.

(American, 1922-2000),
Peanuts Original Sunday Comic Strip,
1967; Comic Strip featuring Charlie
reading to Snoopy; 4-18;
ink on paper;
(Approximate dimensions - sheet: 7.5 x
28.5 inches);
signed right side.
Condition: Trademark strip is
discolored printed paste-up. Creased in
middle. Slightly toned around the comic
panel. Taped on foam board from
previous framing. In good condition.

7054
CHARLES SCHULZ

Estimate:
$20,000 / $25,000

(American, 1922-2000),
Peanuts Original Sunday Comic Strip,
1967; Comic Strip featuring Charlie
reading to Snoopy; 4-20;
ink on paper,
(Approximate dimensions - sheet: 7.5 x
28.5 inches);
signed right side.
Condition: Trademark strip is
discolored printed paste-up. Creased in
middle. Slightly toned around the comic
panel. Taped on foam board from
previous framing. In good condition.

7055
CHARLES SCHULZ

Estimate:
$50,000 / $70,000

(American, 1922-2000),
Peanuts Original Sunday Comic Strip,
1966; Three Panel Comic Strip featuring
Charlie and Snoopy jumping into a pile a
leaves;
ink on paper,
(Approximate dimensions - sheet: 15 x
22.5 inches, framed: 28 x 34 inches);
signed lower right.
Condition: Title and trademark strip are
discolored printed paste-up. Ink smear
on a few areas; more visible one is on
the bottom panel at center, in a form of
a thumbprint. In very good condition.
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7056
Modern Copper and Brass
Round Drip Occasional Table.

Estimate:
$300 / $400

The low round table with drip forms
coming off the sides and forming the
legs.
{Approximate dimensions: 22 1/2 high
x 17 inches diameter.}.
Condition: Some surface wear
throughout.

7060
Two Chloe Dresses.

Estimate:
$400 / $600

7057
Lalique Saint Francois
Opalescent Vase.

Estimate:
$600 / $1,000

Trumpet form, opalescent birds
amongst foliate branches in relief to the
body.
'LALIQUE CRISTAL FRANCE' faintly
to the underside.
{Approximate dimensions: 7 high x 6
3/4 inches diameter.}.
Condition: Minor surface scratches,
most notably to the underside. One
bird with two small black lines.
Miniscule flake chip to base edge.

7058
Lalique Sirens et Grenouilles
Decanter.

Estimate:
$800 / $1,200

7061
Bexley and Omas Pens with
Original Packaging.

Estimate:
$350 / $450

'R Lalique' to underside and base edge.
{Approximate dimensions: 12 1/2 high
x 7 inches diameter.}.
Condition: The stopper is broken and
stuck, apparent previous glue repair.
Light wear to exterior. The interior
with strange flaking and flake residue.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

For multiple views and color photos, go to catalog.michaans.com.

Comprising Bexley Equipose Collection
jet black custom fountain pen, and
Omas Collezione Celluloide olive green
and black fountain pen.
Bexley pen with '14K, 585, BEXLEY',
Omas pen with 'OMAS, 750, 18K'.
{Approximate dimensions: Bexley 5 5/8
inches long, box 1 1/2 high x 7 wide x 3
1/8 inches deep, Omas 5 1/2 inches
long, box 1 3/4 high x 9 1/2 wide x 4 3/4
inches deep.}.
Condition: Minor wear to packaging.

7062
Waterman Edson Ruby Red
Pen in Original Packaging.

7059
Lalique Crystal Bagatelle Vase.
The ovoid vase with everted rim, birds
amongst foliate branches in relief.
'Lalique France' incised to the
underside.
{Approximate dimensions: 6 3/4 high x
5 inches diameter.}.
Condition: Light scratches to the
underside.

Comprising cream two piece dress with
sleeves, black lace sleeveless dress, size
40.
Black dress with partial retail tags.
(Approximate measurements: White
two piece dress: 38" Bust, 26" Waist,
60' L. Black dress: 29" Bust, 50"
Length.}.
Condition: White sheath has been
quick stitched to the skirt,and that
stitching now loose. Some loose threads
to the belt. Light brown discoloration /
staining near armpits. To black dress,
Small tear to 'V' of the collar. Faint
staining to lace on backside.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

The nib with '18k, W, 750'.
{Approximate dimensions: Pen 6 inches
long, box 3 high x 9 wide x 4 1/8 inches
deep.}.
Condition: Packing with some wear.
The interior box with loss to covering
material, foam to interior will stick to
the pen leaving residue.
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7063
Le Corbusier Style Lounge
Chair

Estimate:
$400 / $700

Circa 2015.
Powder coated black steel frame, with
chrome metal frame, and brown and
white cow hide upholstered seat and
bolstered pillow.
{Approximate dimensions including
base: 27 high x 24 wide x 67 inches
long.}.
Condition: Minor surface wear, mainly
to the base.

7067
C.F. Martin Early Ukulele in
Case.

Estimate:
$400 / $600

7064
Louis Vuitton Monogram Print
Leather Duffel Bag.

Estimate:
$400 / $600

Dark brown monogram print leather,
light brown straps and trim, brown
canvas interior.
{Approximate dimensions: 28 high x 23
wide x 14 inches deep, strap drop 16
inches.}.
Condition: Light wear overall. Several
small marks to the underside. Gilt
metal zippers and mounts with minor
wear.

7068
Five Contemporary Studio
Glass Articles.

Estimate:
$400 / $600

7065
Louis Vuitton Monogram
Leather Accordian Bag.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

Brown monogram print leather, light
brown straps and trim; three main
sections with canvas lined interiors,
small lock with key included.
{Approximate dimensions: 20 high x 24
inches wide, strap drop 6 inches high.}.
Condition: Some surface marks and
scuffs, mainly light brown leather.

7066
Two Sets of Cased Paired
Dunhill Billiard Pipes.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

Circa 1925.
Mahogany body, ebonized fretboard
with mother of pearl inlay, bone trim
with purfling to the edges; the hardcase
with purple velvet lining.
The interior with 'C.F. MARTIN & CO
NAZARTH, PA'. to interior and incised
to the back of the head.
{Approximate dimensions: 20 5/8 long
x 6 1/2 wide x 2 1/2 inches deep.}.
Condition: Lacking strings. Minor
surface and finish wear throughout.
The case with wear.

Comprising two bowls, flattened round
vase, egg form paperweight, oversized
scent bottle.
Bowls signed indistinctly, stickers read
'PH41B' and 'PH41B'; vase signed 'Buzz
Blodgett 2009'; paperweight signed
'JACOB HAWAII 1999', sticker reads
'MADE IN HAWAII NORTH SHORE
GLASS; bottle signed indistinctly.
{Approximate dimensions overall: 4 - 8
inches high.}.
Condition: Very light wear overall.
With paperwork from Kela's Glass
Gallery.

7069
Royal Crown Derby Porcelain
Imari Partial Service.

Estimate:
$600 / $800

Comprising 24 dinner plates, 4 dessert
plates, 18 bread plates, 12 saucers with
11 cups, candlestick pair, creamer, gravy
boat, butter spreader in case, 6 fruit
forks with 5 knives, letter opener, 2
additional cups in different forms.
Condition: Light wear overall, minor
rubbing to gilt.

Brair wood pipes with black stems,
original cases.
Dunhill marks to pipes and cases.
{Approximate dimensions: 5 - 6 3/8
inches long.}.
Condition: Minor wear and staining to
cases. Minor wear to pipes overall.
One pipe with small chips around the
edge.

For multiple views and color photos, go to catalog.michaans.com.
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7070
Lalique Frosted Glass
"Mouflons" Console Table.

Estimate:
$2,000 / $3,000

Two mouflon head supports,
rectangular beveled glass top.
'Lalique, France' inscribed to both
support pieces.
{Approximate dimensions: 18 1/2 high
x 51 1/4 wide x 12 inches deep.}.
Condition: Light scratches throughout.
Missing metal wall mount for top, plates
that attach to mouflon bases are
included.

7073
Royal Crown Derby Old Imari
Pattern Porcelain Articles.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

Comprising eight bread plates, one with
slightly different pattern; two octagonal
dishes with original boxes, octagonal
serving bowl, centerpiece bowl on foot,
and three small shallow bowls.
Fourth quarter 20th century and later.
{Approximate dimensions overall: 6 1/4
- 12 inches diameter.}.
Condition: Light wear overall, some
marks and rubbing to gilt and glazed
finishes. The centerpiece bowl with
stubborn small strip of tape to the bowl
portion.

7071
Three Baccarat Crystal Vases.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

Comprising small Nelly Harcourt vase
with original box, Diane vase, and
Acropole vase.
All with Baccarat marks to the
undersides.
{Approximate dimensions: Nelly 5 1/8
inches high, Diane 9 7/8 inches high,
Acropole 9 7/8 inches high.}.
Condition: Very light wear overall.
Minor wear to box.

7074
Daum Nancy Modernist Clear
Glass Bowl.

Estimate:
$400 / $600

7072
Three Sets Porcelain Dinner
Plates, English and German.

Estimate:
$500 / $800

Comprising 12 Hutschenreuther plates
with floral basket cartouches hung with
floral swags to the edge, inner cobalt
rims, parcel gilt throughout; 12 Caludon
plates with gilt and cobalt decoration on
white; 12 Royal Doulton Lovington Bros
plates with gilt rims accented with
roses.
{Approximate dimensions overall:
Condition: Light scratches and rubbing
to the gilt.

Elongated navette form.
'Daum, cross, France' inscribed around
the base.
{Approximate dimensions: 7 high x 25
wide x 6 1/8 inches deep.}.
Condition: Light surface wear, mainly
to the underside.

7075
Six Mid Century Modern Hans
Wegner Side Chairs.

Estimate:
$2,000 / $3,000

Red stripe upholstered seats.
Worn silver marks to undersides.
{Approximate dimensions: 30 1/2 high
x 19 wide x 18 inches deep.}.
Condition: Surface marks and wear to
finish throughout. Seats with some
staining and fading.

7076
DESSINE PAR WARJA
LAVATER,

Estimate:
$400 / $600

For multiple views and color photos, go to catalog.michaans.com.

"Blanche Neige," (Snow White), 1974 ,
"Cendrillon," (Cinderella), 1976,
"Oursima," 1991,
three hardcover color lithographic
accordion books, each with a plastic
slipcase;
(Approximate dimensions - book (each):
6.25 x 4.5 x 0.5 inches);
Published by Maeght Editeur, Paris.
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7077
Hawkes ABCG Gravic Iris
Pedestal Vase.

Estimate:
$400 / $600

The tall body with tapered waste, cut
with iris flowers, round pedestal foot.
'GRAVIC GLASS' mark to foot.
{Approximate dimensions: 17 3/4
inches high.}.
Condition: Some miniscule chips to
edges, light wear overall.

7081
Lalique Pierrefonds Two
Handled Vase.

Estimate:
$800 / $1,200

7082
Vintage Leica M3 Camera with
Accessories.

7078
Seven Aynsley Pocelain Gilt
Rim Fruit Painted Plates.

The textured gilt grounds centered with
fruit still-lives emanating white lobes.
{Approximate dimensions: 10 1/2
inches diameter.}.
Condition: Very light wear overall.

Estimate:
$400 / $600

Estimate:
$1,000 / $1,500

7079
Nine Steuben Colorless Glass
Table Articles.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

Bowl and vase forms.
'Steuben' inscribed to the undersides.
{Approximate dimensions overall: 3 - 7
3/4 inches high.}.
Condition: Light wear overall. Minor
surface scratches, mainly to the
undersides. Several old stickers and
residue spots.

7080
Set of Twelve Royal Crown
Derby Imari Soup Bowls.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

1891-1921.
The shallow bowls with blue and red
foliate trim to the rims, parcel gilt trim.
Marked with 'ROYAL CROWN
DERBY' above crown over interlinked
D's, 'ENGLAND' to the side, 'JAMES
GREEN & NEPHEW LONDON'
below, also with impressed crown
mark.
{Approximate dimensions: 1 1/4 high x
9 inches diameter.}.
Condition: Light wear overall. Light
surface scratches and gilt rubbing. One
bowl with serious crazing and stains.

For multiple views and color photos, go to catalog.michaans.com.

'R LALIQUE' to the underside.
{Approximate dimensions: 6 1/8 high x
13 1/4 wide x 7 inches deep.}.
Condition: Several light chips to edges.
Some scratches to the underside.
Minor surface wear throughout.

Comprising the camera with brown
leather case, 'blitzleuchtehalter' flash
bulb holder, 'synchronblitzer', 'Leicameter' light meter, Biloret small tripod;
all accessories and camera with original
boxes.
The camera with 'Leica DBP M3-785609
/ ERNST LEITZ GMBH WETZLAR
GERMANY' to the top.
Condition: The camera and accessories
with very light wear overall. No
apparent scratches to the lens. The
camera and accessories have not been
tested.

7083
Ozark Leather Co. Saddle on
Wood Stand.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

Tooled leather saddle with suede seat
portion, wool padding.
Embossed with 'OZARK LEATHER CO.
8KOT LINE WACO TEXAS 1305'.
{Approximate dimensions not including
stand: 37 high x 25 wide x 24 1/2
inches long.}.
Condition: Some weathering and
surface wear throughout.

7084
LeCoultre Atmos Swiss Mantle
Clock.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

Gilt brass case with glass panels, hinged
door to front, the movement release to
the interior.
{Approximate dimensions: 8 3/4 high x
7 1/4 wide x 5 1/2 inches deep.}.
Condition: Seems to be in working
order. Some minor surface wear and
corrosion to the brass.
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7085
St. Louis Bristol Pattern
Crystal Stemware Partial Set.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

Comprising 7 water goblets, 8 burgundy
wine glasses, 7 champagne flutes.
Marks to undersides.
{Approximate dimensions: Goblets 7
7/8 inches high, wines 7 high, flutes 7
1/2 inches high.}.
Condition: Very light wear overall.

7089
Faux Zebra Fur Chaise Lounge.
Tufted back and arm, wood bun feet.
{Approximate dimensions: 31 high x 40
wide x 66 inches long.}.
Condition: Light wear overall.

Estimate:
$300 / $500
7090
JIM TWEEDY

7086
Two Baccarat Crystal Items:
Serpentine Vase and Harcourt
Decanter.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

Both pieces with Baccarat markings.
{Approximate dimensions: Vase 10 3/4
high x 7 inches diameter, decanter 8 3/4
high x 5 inches diameter.}.
Condition: Light wear to the
undersides.

Estimate:
$400 / $600

(American, b. 1958),
Portrait of Harry Connick Jr., (American
Singer), 1991,
acrylic on canvas,
(Approximate dimensions - canvas
(unframed): 48 x 36 inches);
signed and dated lower right.

7091
Two Leather Coach Bags.
7087
Eight Gorham Sterling Silver
Stemmed Goblets.

Estimate:
$700 / $1,000

The round foot with gadrooned trim.
'GORHAM, lion passant, anchor, G,
STERLING, 533' to the undersides.
{Approximate weight: 1,540 grams.}
{Approximate dimensions: 6 1/2 high x
3 1/4 inches diameter.}.
Condition: Minor surface wear and
tarnish throughout.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

Comprising blue leather bag with suede
sides, blue silk interior, gilt metal
mounts; and purple leather bag with
purple silk interior, silver metal mounts.
Blue bag badge to interior with 'F2140C5833', purple bag badge to interior
with 'F1163-F17721'.
{Approximate dimensions: Blue bag 20
1/2 high x 16 inches wide, strap drop 10
inches; purple bag 17 high x 16 inches
wide, strap drop 8 inches.}.
Condition: Light wear overall, the
purple bag with small marks and
apparent stains to the interior.

7088
Two Leather Coach Bags.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

Comprising light blue leather bag with
light blue silk interior, silver metal
mounts; beige leather bag with beige silk
interior, gilt metal mounts.
Beige bag interior label with 'L1193F19129', the blue bag with similar label
lacking number.
{Approximate dimensions: Blue bag 26
high x 15 inches wide, strap drop 17
inches, beige bag 31 high x 16 inches
wide, strap drop 22 inches.}.
Condition: Light wear overall. The
beige bag with very small marks to the
interior.

For multiple views and color photos, go to catalog.michaans.com.
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7092
Two Leather Coach Bags, One
New with Tags.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

Comprising gold leather bag with
embossed 'C' pattern and retail tag,
purple silk interior, silver metal mounts;
and magenta leather bag with purple silk
interior, silver metal mounts.
Gold bag interior label with 'J1169F17727', purple bag interior label with
'F1077-F14682'.
{Approximate dimensions: Gold bag 17
high x 16 1/2 inches wide, strap drop 8
1/2 inches; purple bag 16 high x 18
inches wide, strap drop 7 inches.}.
Condition: Light wear overall. Purple
bag with stain to interior, scuffs to
metal feet.

7093
Two Leather Coach Bags.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

Comprising gray leather handbag with
punched 'C' pattern, silver metal
mounts, pink silk interior; and white
leather shoulder back with silver metal
mounts, purple silk interior.
The gray bag with 'A1182-F16598' to
interior leather badge, the white bag
with 'J1159-F17125' to interior leather
badge.
{Approximate dimensions: Gray bag 18
1/2 high x 18 inches wide, strap drop 10
inches, white bag 19 high x 13 1/2
inches wide, strap drop 21 inches.}.
Condition: Light wear overall. The
gray bag with threads showing through
the punched 'C' pattern.

7095
Bench Made Parquetry Table.

Single drawer, cabriole legs, Xstretcher.
{Approximate dimensions: 32 high x 23
inches wide and deep.}.
Condition: Some wear thorughout.
Marks to finish.

Estimate:
$300 / $500
7096
Baccarat Crystal Salt Cellars
and Small Bowls with Boxes.

Estimate:
$400 / $600

7097
French Majolica Lavabo.

Estimate:
$400 / $600

7094
Collection of Gilt Rimmed
Glass Dishes.

Estimate:
$600 / $800

Fountain portion and basin; decorated
with flowers and animals in blue, yellow,
and red.
'FRANCE' to fountain portion reverse.
{Approximate dimensions: Fountain 19
high x 9 wide x 8 1/4 inches deep, basin
5 high x 15 1/2 wide x 13 inches deep.}.
Condition: Small chip to basin
underside. Some marks to interior.
Patina to the spout.

7098
Collection of Gilt Edge
Stemware.

In two different patterns, slight
variations in size.
{Approximate dimensions: 7 3/4 - 8 1/2
inches diameter.}.
Condition: Minor wear overall. Some
rubbing to gilt.

For multiple views and color photos, go to catalog.michaans.com.

Comprising three pairs of salt cellars
with bone scoops, and a pair of shell
form small bowls; with boxes
All with Baccarat marks, some with
stickers.
{Approximate dimensions: Cellars 2 1/4
inches diameter, bowls 3 3/4 inches
diameter.}.
Condition: Very light wear overall, light
wear to boxes.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

103 pieces total; some variations in
shape and pattern.
{Approximate dimensions overall: 3 1/4
- 6 1/2 inches high.}.
Condition: Minor wear and rubbing to
the gilt.
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7099
Sever Baccarat Crystal Table
Items With Boxes.

Estimate:
$400 / $600

Comprising lighter, body for lighter
lacking lighter mechanism, pair of cubed
paper weights, porcupine figure, small
hexagonal ashtray, small shell type bowl.
All with Baccarat markings, six with
stickers, five boxes included.
{Approximate dimensions overall: 1 1/4
- 3 1/4 inches high.}.
Condition: Very light wear overall. The
boxes with some wear.

7103
Modernist Sterling and
Silverplate Serving Pieces
Including Adler and Christofle.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

7100
Pair of French Louis XV Style
Sienna Marble Pedestals.

7104
Three Millefiori Glass
Paperweights Including St.
Louis.

With dore bronze mounts.
{Approximate dimensions: 40 x 16 x 16
inches.}.

{Approximate dimensions overall: 2 3/4
- 3 1/2 inches diameter.}.
Condition: Light scratches to the
undersides.

Estimate:
$2,000 / $3,000
7101
MANFRED KARL
EBERHARDT

Estimate:
$400 / $600

(American/German, 1930-2020),
Seashell, 2010,
white marble sculpture atop a white
carrara base,
(Approximate dimensions - sculpture:
35 x 8.5 x 11 inches, base: 27.5 x 12.5 x
9 inches);
signed and dated.

Estimate:
$300 / $500
7105
Sterling Silver Bowls and
Trays.

Estimate:
$1,000 / $1,500

7102
Sterling Silver Cartier Shot
Glass and Shreve Cup.

Estimate:
$300 / $400

Comprising Adler Modern Georgian
pattern sterling punch ladle, Erickson
sterling serving spoon, 2 Reed & Barton
sterling spoons with cup rests, 12
Christofle Cluny pattern silver plate
gravy spoons, with two Christofle boxes
and plastic sleeves for spoons. (16
pieces total).
{Approximate weighable silver: 430
grams.}.
Condition: Minor wear and tarnish.

The Cartier shot glass with original box
and wax seal, Shreve & Co. cup with
beaded rim.
{Approximate dimensions: Shot glass 1
5/8 high x 1 5/8 inches diameter, Shreve
cup 2 7/8 high x 4 inches wide.}
{Approximate silver weight: 124
grams.}.
Condition: Minor wear, some tarnish.

For multiple views and color photos, go to catalog.michaans.com.

Comprising Kirk & Sons bowl with
beaded rim, round bowl on foot, Shreve
& Co oval tray with pointed ends,
Unger Brothers oval tray.
{Approximate dimensions overall: 9 1/4
- 19 inches wide.} {Approximate weight:
2,492 grams.}.
Condition: Some surface wear
throughout.

7106
Pair of Louis XV Style
Giltwood Settees.

Estimate:
$1,500 / $2,500

Downswept backs centered with floral
bouquet, floral motif brocade
upholstery.
{Approximate dimensions: 34 high x 60
wide x 22 1/2 inches deep.}.
Condition: Minor rubbing, cracking, and
loss to gilt.
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7107
Six Sterling Silver Bowls
Platters Including Shreve.

Estimate:
$800 / $1,200

Comprising Reed & Barton gravy boat
undertray, Reed & Barton scalloped
round bowl, Spaulding bowl with round
foot, Gorham navette bowl, Gorham
round scalloped bowl, scalloped oval
bowl with circle feet.
{Approximate weight: 2,084 grams.}
{Approximate dimensions overall 8 - 12
inches wide.}.
Condition: Some surface wear and
tarnish throughout.

7110
Three Piece Metal Repousse
Upholstered Salon Set.

Estimate:
$2,500 / $3,500

7111
MANFRED KARL
EBERHARDT

7108
Nine Sterling Silver Bowls and
Servers.

Estimate:
$1,250 / $1,750

Comprising Watson round bowl with
'D' monogram, Gorham round bowl
with 'D' monogram, Shreve pierced
bowl with monogram, Shreve round
lobed bowl, Bailey Banks Biddle oval
bowl with monogram and engraved
decoration, Gorham navette bowl with
two handles, Durgin round footed bowl
with two handles, Meriden burner tray,
Fisher shell bowl.
{Approximate dimensions overall: 7 12 1/4 inches wide.} {Approximate
weight: 2,898 grams.}.
Condition: Some wear and tarnish
throughout.

7109
Botero Style Silver Painted
Metal Horse.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

Estimate:
$400 / $600

(American/German, 1930-2020),
"Macrophage," 2001,
black marble sculpture atop a red
travertine base,
(Approximate dimensions - sculpture:
20.5 x 6.5 x 11.5 inches, base: 31.5 x 9.5
x 8 inches);
signed.
Note: White marble ball can be
removed.

7112
Pacific Northwest Coast
Transforming Sisiutl.

Estimate:
$600 / $800

The horse of large proportions, metal
bnody with silvered finish.
{Approximate dimensions: 16 3/4 high
x 9 wide x 14 1/2 inches long.}.
Condition: Some surface scratches.
One small chip loss to paint on rear leg
with several smaller but similar marks
throughout.

The carved wood mask painted in black,
white, red, and green; the mask opens
to reveal a human face; the mask
mounted on a staff; wood base included.
{Approximate dimensions: 14 high x 51
long x 13 inches wide.}.
Condition: Some surface wear
throughout. The ears/horns are loose
and have chipping to the bases. The
stand supports are loose, it's unstable.

7113
Pacific Northwest Raven Mask.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

For multiple views and color photos, go to catalog.michaans.com.

Comprising two armchairs and one
settee.
{Approximate dimensions: Settee 43
high x 74 wide x 33 inches deep,
armchairs 43 high x 30 wide x 33 inches
deep.}.
Condition: Some dents and minor loss
to metal.

The carved wood mask painted in red,
white, and black; bark under the head,
feathers mounted to top of the head,
the beak opens.
DER(?) to the top of the head.
{Approximate dimensions: 46 high x 11
1/2 wide x 37 inches long.}.
Condition: Some loss and separation to
the feathers. Some surface wear,
brown streaks to the white areas.
Breaks to the base on both sides of the
jaw, one with glue repair.
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7114
Pacific Northwest Coast Raven
Transformation Mask.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

The carved wood and painted mask in
the form of a Raven, the face and beak
open to reveal human face; painted in
white, black, red, and green.
Inscription to reverse includes maker 'J
Johnny'.
{Approximate dimensions: 9 high x 11
3/4 wide x 20 inches deep.}.
Condition: Some surface wear. Some
apparent brown staining to white areas.

7118
Herend Porcelain Double
Seahorse.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

7115
Pacific Northwest Mask,
Monogram to Interior.

Estimate:
$400 / $600

Black painted carved wood mask, red
painted lips, long hair.
'GTD' inscribed to the interior.
{Approximate dimensions not including
hair: 8 1/2 high x 6 1/2 wide x 4 3/4
inches deep.}.
Condition: Loss to hair on half of head.
Some minor surface wear and paint loss.

7116
Pair of Art Nouveau Style
Giltwood Settees.

7119
Collection of Carved Stone
Bowls and Eggs Including Blue
John Spar.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

With foliate brocade upholstery.
{Approximate dimensions: 45 3/4 high
x 62 1/2 wide x 29 inches deep.}.
Condition: Minor patina and rubbing to
the giltwood finish/

Estimate:
$1,500 / $2,000

Comprising boxed Russian set of twelve
small eggs, fifteen eggs and balls
including two Blue John eggs, four
geode and agate bowls
{Approximate dimensions: Largest
bowl 6 3/4 inches diameter, largest egg
3 3/4 high x 2 1/2 inches diameter.}.
Condition: Tiger eye ball with hole
drilled. Geode bowl with small fill-in.
Box with minor wear.

7120
Two Pairs of A.A. Sutain
Oversize Glasses.

Framed marked with #238 and #251.
{Approximate dimensions: 2 5/8 high x
6 5/8 wide x 6 inches deep.}.
Condition: Minor scratches and scuffs.

7117
Two Jere Gilt Brass Wire
Frame Decorative Bicycles

Estimate:
$500 / $700

Circa 1975.
Modelled as two sea horses back to
back on low stepped and rococo shaped
with coral and seashells applied to sides.
painted in brown, white, black, yellow
and red, with touches of sea green
enamels and opalescent glaze and with
gilt enamel highlights.
Blue printed HEREND HUNGARY
marks and impressed 5252 HEREND
toward edge, to underside. Handpainted blue Fuith signature.
{Approximate dimensions 7 1/4" H. x 5"
W. x 3 3/8" D.}.
Condition: Very good overall condition
albeit dusty.

Comprising bicycle and penny farthing
bicycle, both with red painted wood
seats.
Penny farthing bike with 'C Jere 1983'.
{Approximate dimensions: Bicycle 29
high x 64 inches long, penny farthing 28
1/2 high x 32 inches long.}.
Condition: Bicycle seat is broken
where it connects, needs repair. Some
wear throughout.

For multiple views and color photos, go to catalog.michaans.com.

Estimate:
$300 / $500
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7121
Pair of Louis XVI Style Dore
Bronze Consoles, Porcelain
Mounts.

Estimate:
$3,000 / $4,000

With porcelain top and mounts
throughout.
{Approximate dimensions: 31 high x 53
wide x 20 inches deep.}.
Condition: Light wear overall, some
marks to the porcelain.

7124
Two High Fashion Garments:
Gucci Monogram Jacket and
Calvin Klein Coat

Estimate:
$300 / $500

7122
MANFRED KARL
EBERHARDT

Estimate:
$400 / $600

(American/German, 1930-2020),
"Mobius Strip," 2006,
bronze on cylinder wood base,
(Approximate dimensions - sculpture:
25 x 13.5 x 12 inches, base: 36 x 7.5 x
7.5 inches);
signed, ap 1.

7123
Two Burberry Trench Coats.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

Red coat, size 12 XX-Long; beige coat,
size 14 XX-Long. Both with plaid lining,
and the red example with wool zip
lining, as well.
{Approximate dimensions: 42" and 44"
Bust; 50" L. 48 - 50" L.}.
Condition: Several loose/pulled
threads. Red coat with small white tufts
to front, seem removable. Light wear
and fading overall. Both garments would
benefit from dry cleaning.

For multiple views and color photos, go to catalog.michaans.com.

Italy and U.S.A.
The Gucci jacket of black silk
monogram brocade, single-breasted,
and with self lining in same fabric. The
Calvin Klein double-breasted coat of
black wool blend gabardine with brown
fake beaver fur collar. Silk dacron blend
lining. Belt included.
Gucci label stitched to interior near
right pocket below 100% pure silk label.
Size label sewn into Gucci jacket
interior pocket.
{Approximate measurements: Gucci
jacket size 38R, 30" L. from shoulder to
hem; 25 1/2" Sleeve L. from shoulder
point to hem.
Condition: Overall, condition on both
garments is very good. Both items
would benefit from dry cleaning,
particularly the coat, which has some
dust accrued to hem edges to interior.

7125
Royal Copenhagen Demitasse
Cups and Saucers, with Cased
Enamel Spoons.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

The demitasse cup and saucer set with
parcel gilt trim, in vairous colors;
comprising 11 saucers and 10 cups; one
cup with no match and two saucers
with no match; the Michelsen cased
spoon set with enamel on vermeil
sterling in four colors, missing one
spoon.
Markings to undersides.
{Approximate dimensions: Cups 2 1/4
inches high, saucers 4 5/8 inches
diameter.} {Approximate weight of
spoons: 78 grams.}.
Condition: Light wear overall. One
spoon missing from cased set
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7126
Fender Bass Guitar with Case.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

1990s.
The neck with mother of pearl inlay fret
markers; hard black case included.
Serial number 'DZ7177748'.
{Approximate dimensions: 46 1/2 long x
13 1/2 inches wide.}.
Condition: Has not been tested with
amplifier, working order is not
guaranteed. Minor surface wear
throughout. Some plastic film covering
to the pick guard is peeling.

7130
Fine Indo Persian Green Silk
Shawl Woven with Gold.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

7127
French Louis XVI Style
Chinoiserie Center Table.

Estimate:
$2,000 / $3,000

Ornate giltwood frame hung with floral
garlands, inset black lacquer relief
carved chinoiserie panel.
{Approximate dimensions: 35 1/2 high
x 42 inches diameter.}.
Condition: Some rubbing and patina to
the giltwood finish. Cracking to the
lacquer top.

7128
19th Century Kashmir
Pashmina Shawl.

7131
Empire Style Parcel Gilt
Marble Top Gueridon

Estimate:
$300 / $500

Woven in cream, purple, red, blue,
green, orange, black.
{Approximate dimensions: 12 feet x 4
feet 7 inches.}.
Condition: Light wear overall.

Circa 1985.
The round table with lower triangular
shelf. The carved tripodal base with
parcel gilt eagle head supports & claw
feet.
{Approximate dimensions: 29 1/2" H. x
30" Diameter.}.
Condition: Minor dents and wear to
table frame around marble; minor wear,
losses to gilding and scratches to base.

7132
Pair of Art Deco Style
Nightstands.

Estimate:
$700 / $1,000
7129
19th Century Paisley Shawl.

Woven in black, red, green, blue,
orange, cream.
{Approximate dimensions: 10 feet 5
inches x 4 feet 9 inches.}.
Condition: Repairs and holes to center.
Small tear to the edge. Light fading.

Pahlavi Period. Circa 1960-1970.
Threads to borders, with a pattern of
lions chasing deer in bothem, above
elephants and monkeys, and betel nuts,
the long border edges embroidered
with caparisoned horses and elephants,
also tigers chasing deer. Bands of
peacocks woven to center field.
{Approximate dimensions: 6 feet 2
inches x 1 feet 10 inches.}.
Condition: The condition is wonderful.
The shawl appears to have been rolled,
and never used. Minimal wear and
losses to gold fringe.

Estimate:
$400 / $600

Single drawer with shelf below,
asymmetrical base.
{Approximate dimensions: 31 high x 20
wide x 16 inches deep.}.
Condition: Some wear and repair to
the veneer includes loss and scratches,
fill-in repairs.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

For multiple views and color photos, go to catalog.michaans.com.
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7133
Baker Custom Collection
Empire Style Burl Chest of
Drawers

Estimate:
$300 / $500

USA.
1990s.
Rounded rectangular chest of drawers
with shaped skirt to lower frame, and
giltwood edged stepped top. Burled
rosewood bookmatched veneer with
satinwood string inlay, and gilt brass
foliate mounts, escutcheons and
handles.
{Approximate dimensions: 34 1/2" H. x
44 1/4" W. x 20" D."
Condition: Overall condition is very
good, with some scratching and wear,
particularly to sides; minor losses to
gilding.

7134
Lalique Crystal "Martinique"
Vase with Original Box.

Estimate:
$500 / $800

Estimate:
$800 / $1,200

Comprising a two parakeets figure and
bird with elongated neck on round base.
'Lalique France' inscribed to both bases,
the parakeets with 'LALIQUE PARIS'
sticker.
{Approximate dimensions: Parakeets 7
1/2 high, bird with long neck 9 1/2
inches high.}.
Condition: Light scratches to
underside, some residue from
feet/stickers. Small chip to top of bird
beak.

For multiple views and color photos, go to catalog.michaans.com.

'Lalique R France' inscribed to the
underside, 'MADE IN FRANCE' sticker
to the underside.
{Approximate dimensions: 8 high x 18
wide x 10 inches deep.}.
Condition: Light wear overall.

7137
Pair of Louis XV Style
Giltwood Settees.

Estimate:
$2,000 / $3,000

Flattened ovoid form, purple to green
glass agave form to the body.
'Lalique France' inscribed to the
underside.
{Approximate dimensions: 13 1/4 high
x 9 wide x 6 inches deep.}.
Condition: Very light wear overall, the
box with some wear.

7135
Two Lalique Bird Figures.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

7136
Lalique Crystal Champs Elysee
Bowl.

Tufted red velvet upholstery, floral
panels to the backs.
{Approximate dimensions: 36 1/2 high
x 52 wide x 27 inches deep.}.
Condition: Some rubbing and minor
loss to gilt, cracks to gesso. A couple
small sticky spots to upholstery of one
piece.

7138
Silvered Filligree Box Mounted
with Stones.

Estimate:
$800 / $1,200

Mounted with semi-precious red and
green stones.
{Approximate dimensions: 3 1/2 high x
8 1/2 wide x 7 inches deep.}.
Condition: Patina to metal, two small
stones missing to the lid.

7139
Carved Marble Torso After the
Antique.

On a stone base.
{Approximate dimensions: 46 1/2
inches high.}.
Condition: Light wear to base, later red
scuff mark to the midsection.

Estimate:
$4,000 / $6,000
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7140
Pair of Monumental Italian
Style Wood Carved Painted
and Parcel Gilt Urns.

Estimate:
$1,600 / $2,000

Giltwood carving throughout, pale
green accents.
{Approximate dimensions: 70 inches
high.}.
Condition: Rubbing and patina to the
painted finish.

7145
Pair of George II Style
Giltwood Consoles.

Estimate:
$3,000 / $4,000

7146
Large French Style White
Bisque Woman and Child.

7141
Pair of Carved Marble Warrior
Figures After the Antique

Estimate:
$2,500 / $3,500

Possibly Perseus, on painted wood
bases.
{Approximate dimensions: 25 1/2
inches high.}.
Condition: Minor wear overall, loss to
one helmet feather.

Estimate:
$250 / $350

Estimate:
$500 / $700

Estimate:
$500 / $700

7143
Pair of French Regence Style
Giltwood Benches

Estimate:
$900 / $1,200

Parcel ebonized trim, applied giltwood
carvings, eglomise panels with 'ML'
monograms flanking the mirror.
{Approximate dimensions: 35 high x 55
1/2 inches wide.}.
Condition: Minor corrosion to the
mirror, some surface marks and patina
to the finish throughout. Previous
minor insect damage to the back and
top.

7148
Marble Female Torso After the
Antique.

Carved giltwood bases, tufted beige
velvet upholstery.
{Approximate dimensions: 21 high x 31
wide x 24 inches deep.}.
Condition: Some rubbing and wear to
the bases.

7144
Malachite Book Box.

Incised with 'Letrier(?)'
{Approximate dimensions: 25 inches
high.}.
Condition: Some scuffs to surface
throughout. A couple light chips to the
base.

7147
Neoclassical Style Mirror with
Eglomise Panels.

7142
Four French Art Deco Style
Bronze and Glass Sconces.

Blue and amber glass on dore bronze
frames, each with two small light
sockets.
{Approximate dimensions: 17 high x 9
inches wide.}.
Condition: Light wear overall, have not
been tested.

Thick green marble tops, carved
giltwood bases.
{Approximate dimensions: 35 high x 59
wide x 25 1/2 inches deep.}.
Condition: Some patina and rubbing to
the giltwood finish.

On a metal base.
{Approximate dimensions: 35 inches
high.}.
Condition: Rust to base.

Estimate:
$1,800 / $2,500

Silver metal mounts and mounted
turqoise.
{Approximate dimensions: 12 1/2 high
x 9 1/4 wide x 3 1/4 inches deep.}.
Condition: Minor repairs to two
corners.

Estimate:
$1,000 / $1,500

For multiple views and color photos, go to catalog.michaans.com.
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7149
One Jeroboam 1973 Beaulieu
Vineyard Wine in Wood Crate

Estimate:
$300 / $500

Ruterhford, Napa Valley, California.
1973.
George de Latour Private Reserve
Beaulieu Vineyard Napa Valley Cabernet
Sauvignon.
Typical lable, and gilt facsimile signature
over 1973 in red ink to crescent shaped
label at shoulder.
Condition: Label discolored, dirty, with
light staining. plastic capsule cover is
splitting at top toward lower edge.
Capsule even to bottle top; capsule is
tight. Level: low neck. Ullage: 3.5 cms.
Wood crate stained from contact with
red capsule. Cover stained near handle,
edges, base.

7152
One Bottle Kentucky Tavern
Bourbon in Glass Decanter.

Estimate:
$500 / $700

7153
One Decanter Bottle Old
Fitzgerald Kentucky Bourbon,
Sons of Erin.

7150
Three Magnum Bottles 1974
BV Cabernet Wine

Estimate:
$500 / $700

Rutherford, Napa Valley, California.
1974.
George de Latour Private Reserve Napa
Valley Cabernet Sauvignon wines.
Standard label, with crescent shaped
label at shoulder, "A FOUNDER'S
WINE" with gilt facsimile signature over
date in red ink.
Condition: The primary labels are in
good condition, the crescent shaped
labels are partially unglued. The capsule
foil has been split open on two of the
three bottles. The capsules are all tight
and even. LevelsL Mid to low neck.
Ullage: 2.3 cms. to 4 cms. One neck has
sedimentation build up.

Estimate:
$400 / $600

7151
One Bottle Hennessy VS
Cognac in Honor of 44,
Obama.

Estimate:
$400 / $600

Cognac, France.
2009.
One liter bottle of Hennessy V.S.
Cognac, bottled in Honor of the 44th
President, Barak Obama. Released on
inauguration day January 20th, 2009.
Bottle with black label, limited edition
number 183324 / 250000. Serial number
to label, batch L9 040 16 059032.
Condition: Unopened, original
condition, albeit light rubbing and dent
to top of plastic on cap.

For multiple views and color photos, go to catalog.michaans.com.

Owensboro, Kentucky.
Made Spring, 1947, bonded Fall 1959.
Glenmore distillers, 4/5ths Quart round
shell molded decanter with sealed top;
never broken paper seal. In ovoid plastic
presentation box with gilt foil and
printed insert. Red ribbon present.
Water gilt Kentuky Tavern in double
circle. Green seal, dated 1947 and 1959.
Condition: High shoulder, dusty and
scuffed outer presentation. Red ribbon
pulled off to side.

Louisville, Kentucky.
Made Spring, 1963 Bonded Spring 1969.
Ceramic 4/5th Quart bottle, the bottle
transfer printed in polychrome enamels
with various Irish clan family shields, and
a map of Ireland. The design known as
the Sons of Erin. Bottled especially for
Bob O'Kramer.
Paper label, 100 proof. Paper label for
Old Fitzgerald Sons of Erin to side, and
paper label with bottled especially name.
Green seal to top, Stitzel-Weller
Distellery bottle 07171819.
Condition: ceramic bottle cap cracked,
with an open chip indicating some losses
to ceramic, right near label. Bottle itself
in very good condition, minor stains,
dirt, dust. Bottle feels full, but due to
opacity and condition of cap, contents
were not examined for visual check of
level.

7154
Six Bottles 1991 Baron Philippe
Rothschild Graves Wine

Estimate:
$700 / $1,000

Gironde, Bordeaux, France.
1991.
Graves Rouge wine.
Label with gold and red print in ink.
Condition: Labels and capsules in very
good order, with minor puckering and
tiny tears here and there. one or two
foil capsule covers rubbed. Capsules
lightly depressed. Levels are low neck.
Ullage .5 cms.
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7155
Four Bottles 1965, 1966, 1968,
1974 Charles Krug Wine

7157
One Bottle 1996 Galante
Carmel Valley Cabernet Wine.

St. Helena, Napa Valley, California.
1965, 1966, 1968, 1974.
One bottle 1965 Charle Krug Napa
Valley Cabernet Sauvignon

Estimate:
$400 / $600

One bottle 1966 Charles Krug Vintage
Selection Cesare Mondavi Napa Valley
Cabernet Sauvignon

Estimate:
$300 / $400

One bottle 1968 Charles Krug Napa
Valley Cabernet Sauvignon
One bottle 1974 Charles Krug Napa
Valley Cabernet Sauvignon
Various, most iwth similar label styling
but for the 1966, with its banded red
marks for the Vintage Selection.
Condition: The labels discolored and
slightly dusty / dirty overall. Part of the
plastic around the top of of the 1974 is
absent. The other foil capsule covers
are scruffy, dusty, dirty. The 1960s
vintages all have lightly depressed
capsules. Levels: Most levels are high
shoulder. Ullage: 4 cms. to 5.2 cms.

7158
Two Bottles 2009 Cos
D'Estournel Saint Estephe
Wine

Estimate:
$300 / $500

7156
Three Bottles Scottish Whisky
including Chivas.

Estimate:
$300 / $400

One 700 ml blue ceramic decanter
bottle 21 year old Chivas Brothers
Scotch Whisky, in blue velveteen bag
with gold ties, in gold printed cardboard
box. One 700 ml glass bottle 12 year
old Chivas Brothers Scotch Whisky, in
silver cardboard box. One Litre bottle
Cutty Sark Scots Whisky.
Condition: the bottles of whisky are in
good order, with very minor scuffing,
the silver cardboard box for the 12 year
old whisky has a torn, bent top.

For multiple views and color photos, go to catalog.michaans.com.

Carmel Valley, California.
1996.
Rancho Galante 1996 Carmel Valley
Cabernet Sauvignon.
Terracotta and black label with silver
foil coins to corners.
Condition: Label very slightly scuffed
toward lower half and edges. Capsule
wrap in very good condition. Capsule
tight. Level: Low neck. Ullage: 2.9 cms.

Saint Estephe, Bordeaux, France.
2009.
Grand crus classe in 1855.
Off white label with brown etching, plus
some verbiage in red ink. Societe des
vignobles Ginestet Proprietaire a SaintEstephe. Imported by Imports Plus, San
Francisco.
Condition: Labels in very good
condition, capsules are tight. Levels: low
neck. Ullage: 1.5 cms.

7159
Three Bottles 1981 1995 Cos
D'Estournel St Estephe Wine

Saint Estephe, Bordeaux, France.
Grand crus classe in 1855.
Comprising:
Two bottles 1981 Cos D'Estournel St
Estephe Wine

Estimate:
$300 / $500

One bottle 1995 Cos D'Estournel St
Estephe Wine
Off white label with brown etching, plus
some verbiage in red ink. Societe des
vignobles Ginestet Proprietaire a SaintEstephe. Imported by Imports Plus, San
Francisco.
Condition: Labels dirty, scuffed to
edges. Importer label peeling to one of
the 1981 bottles. Capsule wraps in good
condition. Capsules tight on all three
bottles. Levels: Low neck to the 1981
bottles, mid-neck to the 1995. Ullage:
1.2 cms. to 1.5 cms. on the 1981
bottles; 1 cm. on the 1995.
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7160
Nine Bottles 2000 Cos
D'Estournel Saint Estephe
Wine

Estimate:
$1,200 / $1,800

Saint Estephe, Bordeaux, France.
2000.
Grand crus classe in 1855.
Off white label with brown etching, plus
some verbiage in red ink. Societe des
vignobles Ginestet Proprietaire a SaintEstephe. Imported by Imports Plus, San
Francisco.
Condition: Labels are mostly clean, with
minor nicks to a couple of them. Minor
stains, scuffs, to the back labels. Capsule
wraps in good condition. Capsules tight.
Levels: Mid-neck. Ullage: 6 mms. to 1.2
cms. One or two bottle necks have light
sedimentation.

7162
Thirteen Bottles Chateauneufde-Pape Wines

Rhone, France.
Comprising:
Two bottles 2005 Chante Cigale Vielles
Vignes

Estimate:
$300 / $400

Two bpttles 2007 Domaine de la
Charbonniere Cuvee Mourre des
Perdrix
Two bottles of Chateau de Beaucastel
and one bottle each of: 2006 Les
Olivets, 2007 Chateau de la Gardine,
2007 Vieux Telegraph, 2009 Domaine
Giraud Tradition, bottle # 5968.
Various.
Condition: Most of the labels are in
good condition, some of them have
scratches, creases, stains. All of the
capsule wraps are in fery good, clean
condition. All of the capsules are tight.
Levels: high neck. Ullage: minimal.

7161
Three Bottles 2004 Cos
D'Estournel Saint Estephe
Wine

Estimate:
$300 / $500

Saint Estephe, Bordeaux, France.
2004.
Grand crus classe in 1855. Bordeaux
wine
Off white label with brown etching, plus
some verbiage in red ink. Societe des
vignobles Ginestet Proprietaire a SaintEstephe. Imported by Imports Plus, San
Francisco.
Condition: Two labels with light holes,
tears. Capsule wraps in very good
condition. Capsules tight. Levels: Low
shoulder. Ullage: 1.5 cms. Light
sedimentation visible to one neck.

For multiple views and color photos, go to catalog.michaans.com.

Three bottles 2006 Clos de
L'Oratoroire des Papes

7163
One Bottle 1962 Cos
D'Estournel Saint Estephe
Wine

Estimate:
$400 / $600

Saint Estephe, Bordeaux, France.
1962.
Grand crus classe in 1855.
Off white label with brown etching, plus
some verbiage in red ink. Societe des
vignobles Ginestet Proprietaire a SaintEstephe. Imported by Imports Plus, San
Francisco.
Condition: Label with some stains and
discoloration, some smudging, one tiny
tear to lower center. Capsule with
some light scuffing, concave to top.
Level: Mid-shoulder. Ullage: 2.3 cms.
from cork bottom end to wine.
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7164
Two Bottles 1984 1993
Chateau Mouton Rothschild
Wine

Estimate:
$400 / $600

Pauillac, Bordeaux, France.
1984 1993.
Comprising:
One bottle 1984 Chateau Mouton
Rothschild Yaacov Agam (B. 1928) label
Bordeaux wine.

7166
Nine Bottles Warre's,
Churchill's, Etc. Vintage Ports

Porto, Portugal.
1970 - 2005, inclusive.
Including:
One bottle 1970 Warre's Tercentenary
Vintage Port

Estimate:
$300 / $500

One bottle 1993 Balthus, Count
Balthazar Klossowski de Rola (1908
-2001) label Bordeaux wine.
Various.
Condition: The Agam label has a fold to
right upper side, and the labels of both
bottles are scuffed, with two tears to
the 1993. The capsule wraps are in
good order. Both capsules are tight, the
1993 capsule is lightly depressed. Levels:
low neck to the 1984; mid neck to the
1993. Ullage: 6 mms. to 1.5 cms.

One bottle 1989 Quinta do Vesuvio
Vintage Port
Three bottles 2000 Churchill's Vintage
Porto
Two bottles 2003 Quinta do Noval
Vintage Porto
One bottle dow's 20 year old aged
tawny Porto, bottled in 2005.
Various.
Condition: Warre's label stained. the
Vesuvio bottle with light scuffs to
capsule wraps, label and bottle. All
other bottles in good condition with
some light scuffs and wear.

7165
Five Bottles, French and Napa
Sparkling Wines and
Champagnes.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

The first two bottles, Reims, France.
The Chandon Reserve, Yountsville,
Napa Valley, California.
1990 and undated.
Comprising:
One bottle 1990 Louis Roederer Cristal
rose brut champagne.

7167
Twelve Bottles Williams
Selyem Pinot Noir 2010-12
Wine

One bottle 1990 Taittinger Millesime
brut champagne.
Three bottles Chandon Reserve Napa
Valley sparkling wine.
Various.
Condition: The two French bottles are
in good condition with minor scuffing to
labels, the three Chandon Reserve
bottles all have scuffed and torn labels.
All five bottles have capsule wraps in
very good condition. Levels: high / not
visibly diminished. The Cristal appears
to be slightly cloudy.

For multiple views and color photos, go to catalog.michaans.com.

One bottle 1970 Quinta do Cachao
Vintage Port

Estimate:
$300 / $500

Healdsburg, Sonoma County, California.
2010 and 2012.
Comprising:
Nine Bottles Williams Selyem Russian
River Pinot Noir.
Three Bottles Williams Selyem Russian
River Pinot Noir.
Typical label, ocher, red and black.
Condition: Very good condition, one or
two labels with flaws, scratches. Capsule
wraps are clean, and the capsules are
tight. Level: Mid-neck. Ullage: none to 5
mms.
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7168
The Macallan 17 Years Scotch
Whisky in Box

Estimate:
$300 / $500

Easter Elchies, Craigellachie, Scotland.
Highland Single Malt Scotch, aged in
triple fine oak casks. Bottle in lavender
purple cardboard gift box.
Condition: Seal in good condition,
untorn. Front label with very light losses
and scuffing. Back label with some
foxing. Interior of gift box foxed
throughout. Level: 1.4 cms below the
lower plastic bottle seal.

7171
Two Bottles 1970 Pomerol and
1981 Lynch Bages Wine

Estimate:
$400 / $600

7169
One Bottle 2006 Puligny
Montrachet Burgundy Wine

Estimate:
$300 / $400

Volnay, France.
2006
Henri Boillot Monopole PulignyMontrachet premiere Cru, Clos de la
Mouchere wine.
Condition: Very good overall condition.
Capsule wrap with one minor scratch,
label clean. Capsule tight. No visible
ullage.

7170
One Half Bottle 1995 Romanee
Saint Vivant Wine

Estimate:
$300 / $500

Cote d'Or, Burgundy, France.
1995.
Domaine Robert Arnoux Romanee
Saint Vivant Grand Cru red Burgundy
wine. Imported by Esquin Imports, Inc.
Romanee Saint Vivant gold in shield.
Condition: Label stained, scratched, light
tears. Capsule in good condition and
tight. Level: low neck. Ullage: 9 cms.

For multiple views and color photos, go to catalog.michaans.com.

Girondes and Pauillac, Bordeaux,
France.
1970 and 1981.
One bottle 1970 Chateau Clinet Grand
Vin de Bordeaux Grand Cru Pomerol,
Georges Audy Proprietaire.

One bottle Chateau Lynch Bages Grand
Cru Classe Pauillac Grand Vin.
Condition: The 1970 Pomerol label is
lightly worn, torn. The label to the
Lynch Bages is in good order, but the
import label is peeling off. The capsule
wrap to the 1970 is worn, with lightly
depressed but tight capsule. The capsule
wrap and capsule on the Lynch Bages is
even and tight. Level: Low shoulder to
the 1970, Low neck to the 1981. Ullage:
3 and 2 cms., respectively.

7172
Eleven Bottles 2009 -11-14
Williams Selyem Pinot Noir

Healdsburg, Sonoma County, California.
2009, 2011, 2014.
Comprising:
One Bottle 2009 Russian River Valley
Pinot Noir.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

Five Bottles 2011 Russian River Valley
Pinot Noir.
Five Bottles 2014 Russian River Valley
Pinot Noir.
Typical label, ocher, red and black.
Condition: Labels and capsules in very
good condition, one or two with minor
tears, staining, scuffing. Capsule covers
in good order. Capsules in very good
condition and tight. Levels: high neck.
Ullage: none to 2 mms maximum.
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7173
Five Bottles 2000, 2007, 2009
Corton Charlemagne Wine

7175
Five Bottles 2001 and 2006 Cos
D'Estournel Wine

Cote d'Or, Burgundy, France.
2000, 2007, 2009.
Comprising:
One Bottle 2000 Henri Boillot Corton
Charlemagne Grand Cru

Estimate:
$400 / $600

One Bottle 2007 Marius Delarche
Corton-Charlemagne

Estimate:
$400 / $600

One Bottle 2009 Louis Latour CortonCharlemagne Grand Cru
Various labels as per brand.
Condition: Some labels with stains,
scratches, dirt. All of the capsules in
good condition, most level, and one or
two mildly depressed. Levels: High neck.
Ullage: 2 to 3 cms. at most.

7176
Seven Bottles 2006, 2007 2009
Chateauneuf-du-Pape Wine
Burgundy, France.
2006, 2007, 2009.
Comprising:
Three bottles 2006 Roger Sabon Les
Olivets Chateauneuf-du-Pape

7174
Eight Bottles Vieux Telegraphe
and Telegramme Wines

Estimate:
$300 / $500

Bedarrides, Chateauneuf-du-Pape,
Rhone, France.
1999, 2005, 2007.
Comprising:
Two Bottles 1999 Vieux Telegraphe
Chateauneuf-du-Pape
Four Bottles 2005 Telegramme
Chateauneuf-du-Pape

Two Bottles 2007 Vieux Telegraphe
Chateauneuf-du-Pape
Various labels and dated oval labels.
Condition: Two labels of the Telegraphe
are scratched, crumpled. The
Telegramme labels are printed on the
back of Telegraphe labels. The capsule
wraps are in good condition. All of the
capsules are tights, and levels are high
neck. Ullage: 3 mms. to 1 cms.

For multiple views and color photos, go to catalog.michaans.com.

Saint Estephe, Bordeaux, France.
2001 and 2006
Cos d'Estournel Grand Cru Classe in
1855.
White label, printed in brown, with year
in red ink.
Condition: Front labels mostly in good
condition, two with scratches and dirt;
back labels stained, scuffed, scratched,
light tears. Capsuls in good condition.
Levels range from low to high neck.
Ullage ranges from 2 mms. to 1 cm.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

Two bottles 2007 Chateau de la
Gardine Chateauneuf-du-Pape
Two bottles 2009 Domaine Giraud
Tradition Chateauneuf-du-Pape, bottles
numbered 5973 and 5974.
Various.
Condition: One label of the Les Olivets
and Tradition stained, the others lightly
dirty, scuffed up. Capsule wraps very
good condition. Capsules tight, one
bottle of the Gardine with depressed
capsule wrap top. Levels: High neck.
Ullage: 4 mms. to 1 cm.
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7177
Five Bottles Echezeaux and
Gigondas Burgundy Wines

7179
Six Bottles French Bordeaux
Wines

1995, 1999, 2009.
Comprising:
One half bottle of 1995 Domaine Bizot
Echezeaux Grand Cru Vosne-Romanee

Estimate:
$300 / $400

One bottle of 1999 Domaine Les
Pallieres Gigondas

Various, Bordeaux, France.
1990, 1994, 2009.
One bottle:
1990 Chateau Terrey-Gros-Cailloux
Cru Bourgeois 1990 Saint-Julien.

Estimate:
$300 / $400

Three bottles 2009 Chateau d'Ampuis
E. Guigal Gigondas

2009 Chateau Lilian Ladouys SaintEstephe.

Various.
Condition: Labels in good to very good
condition, two with minor tears, scuffs.
Capsule wraps in good condition.
Capsules tight, the Echezeaux capsule
lightly depressed. Levels: High neck.
Ullage: minimal; the Echezeaux 3 mms.

2009 Schroder & Schyler Chateau
Kirvan Margaux.
Two bottles:
2009 Chateau Angludet Margaux.
Condition: Some stains, scuffs and tears
to labels. Capsules to all tight; the
Coutet and Kirvan capsule tops lightly
depressed. Levels: Low to high neck.
Ullage: 5 mms. to 1.4 cms. inclusive.

7178
Three Bottles 1970 Charles
Krug Cabernet Wines

Estimate:
$300 / $500

St. Helena, Napa Valley, California.
1970.
Charles Krug napa Valley Cabernet
Sauvignon wine.
Off-white labels with black and orange
ink, with orange band, vintage selection
Cesare Mondavi.
Condition: All three primary labels are
either fully - unglued or becoming so.
The capsule foil on one bottle is lightly
scruffy. One capsule lightly depressed,
but all three capsules tight. Levels: Low
neck. Ullage: 2 cms. to 2.5 cms.

For multiple views and color photos, go to catalog.michaans.com.

1994 Chateau Coutet Saint-Emilion
Grand Cru David Beaulieu Saint-Emilion
Gironde.

7180
One Bottle Cased 1988 Moet
and Chandon Champagne

Estimate:
$500 / $800

Epernay, Champagne, France.
1988.
Dom Perignon Moet and Chandon
Champagne. Comes with paper
identification sheet.
Dark green shield shaped label, Vintage
1988.
Condition: The bottle, capsule and label
are all in very good order, with very
minor scuffing. Outer shield shaped
label to case is folded, creased, curled.
Level: .5 cms. below lower part of
capsule wrap.
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7181
One Magnum Bottle 1969
Mondavi Bohemian Club Wine

Estimate:
$400 / $700

Napa Valley, California.
1969.
Magnum California Red Table Wine,
specially selected for the Bohemian
Club San Francisco.
Printed label in grey and red on white.
Condition: Label stained, faded, scuffed.
Capsule wrap discolored and rough and
absent in places. Capsule tight. Level:
high shoulder. Ullage: 5.5 cms.

7184
One Bottle 1982 Mondavi
Sauvignon Blanc Wine

Estimate:
$400 / $700

7182
One Bottle 1982 Mondavi
Sauvignon Blanc Wine

Estimate:
$400 / $700

Oakville, California.
1982.
1982 Napa Valley Fume Blanc Dry
Sauvignon Blanc wine.
Robert Mondavi Winery.
Condition: capsule wrap scratched,
indented, label scuffed, stained and
dirty, with losses to right side. Capsule
is tight. Ullage 1.4 cms. ullage below the
lower edge of the metal capsule.

7185
Four Bottles 2007 Opus One
Napa Valley Red Wine

Estimate:
$800 / $1,200

7183
One Magnum Bottle 1969
Mondavi Bohemian Club Wine

Estimate:
$400 / $700

Napa Valley, California.
1969.
Magnum California Red Table Wine,
specially selected for the Bohemian
Club San Francisco.
Printed label in grey and red on white.
Condition: Label stained, faded, scuffed.
Capsule wrap discolored and sticky in
part, rough and absent in places.
Capsule depressed but tight. Level: high
shoulder. Ullage: 8.6 cms.

For multiple views and color photos, go to catalog.michaans.com.

Oakville, California.
1982
1982 Napa Valley Fume Blanc Dry
Sauvignon Blanc wine.
Robert Mondavi Winery.
Condition: capsule wrap scratched,
indented, label scuffed, stained and
dirty, with losses. Capsule is tight.
Ullage 1.6 cms. ullage below the lower
edge of the metal capsule.

Napa, California.
2007.
In wood crate with facsimile signatures
of Robert Mondavi and Baron Philippe
Rothschild. Each bottle in paper
wrappers, as issued.
Provenance: Bay Area clean, dry and
cool cellar. Each bottle kept wrapped,
flat and in wood crate.
Condition: Paper wraps have various
small holes and tears. Bottles appear to
be in pristine, as issued condition.
Capsules tight, undisturbed. Levels: high
neck with minor variability.

7186
Nine Bottles 1982 Perrier Jouet
Belle Epoque Champagne

Estimate:
$1,000 / $1,500

Epernay, Champagne, France.
1982.
Brut Champagne, in the distinctive
green stencilled glass bottles.
Provenance: Bay Area clean, dry and
cool cellar. Each bottle kept wrapped,
inverted in cardboard case.
Condition: The bottles and capsules are
in very good condition, with very minor
wear to the very top of some of the
capsules.
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7187
Ten Bottles 1982 Moet and
Chandon Champagne.

Estimate:
$1,500 / $2,000

Epernay, Champagne, France.
1982.
Brut Imperial Champagne.
Dark green shield shaped label, Vintage
1982.
Provenance: Bay Area clean, dry and
cool cellar. Each bottle kept wrapped,
inverted in cardboard case.
Condition: Bottles and capsules are in
very good condition. Some labels are
scuffed, scratched, worn. Capsules
appear as manufactured. Level: All of
the bottles appear to be completely full.

7189
Four Bottles 1980s Saint Julien
and Margaux Wine.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

7188
Seven Bottles Pol Roger and
Taittinger Champagne.

Estimate:
$400 / $600

Reims and Epergnay, Champagne,
France.
1979 and later.
Comprising three bottles of Taittinger
Cuvee du Cochelet Brut Champagne,
three bottles of Pol Roger Brut
Champagne, and one bottle 1979 Pol
Roger Reserve Chardonnay
Champagne.
Provenance: Bay Area clean, dry and
cool cellar. Each bottle kept wrapped,
inverted in cardboard case.
Condition: two bottles of Pol Roger
have foxing to white labels. The 1979
bottle has leakage to top of cap. Minor
scuffs, dirt, dust to labels.

For multiple views and color photos, go to catalog.michaans.com.

Bordeaux, France.
1980, 1982 and 1983.
Two bottles 1983 Chateau Talbot Saint
Julien, one bottle 1980 Chateau Gruaud
Larose Saint Julien and one bottle 1982
Chateau Cantenac Brown Margaux
Bordeaux wines.
Various, as per chateau label.
Provenance: Bay Area clean, dry and
cool cellar. Each bottle kept wrapped,
inverted in cardboard case.
Condition: The three bottles of Saint
Julien with depressed but tight capsules,
most notably on the Chateau Talbot.
The capsule on the Cantenac Brown is
even and tight. Section of the Cantenac
Brown label absent. All four bottles
have sediment build up in necks, typical
for being cased in inverted manner for
many years. Levels: low neck to high
shoulder.

7190
Two Bottles 1982 and 1983 Far
Niente Cabernet Wine.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

Oakville, California.
1982 and 1983.
Far Niente 1982 and Far Niente 1983
Cabernet Sauvignon wine, made in Napa
Valley.
Provenance: Bay Area clean, dry and
cool cellar. Each bottle kept wrapped,
inverted in cardboard case.
Condition: Overall condition is very
good. The 1983 bottle shoulder label
has some scuffing and wear and losses
to printed gold banding. 1983 lightly
depressed. Both capsules are quite
sound and tight. Levels: High shoulder
and low neck.
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7191
Three Bottles Chardonnay and
Champagne.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

Reims, France, the Lanson; Oakville,
California, the Far Niente Chardonnay.
1981 and 1986.
One bottle 1981 Lanson Champagne;
two bottles 1986 Far Niente
Chardonnay.
Various labels, including printed paper
band for the 225th Anniversary Cuvee
to the Lanson.
Provenance: Bay Area clean, dry and
cool cellar. Inverted in cardboard case.
Condition: Overall condition is very
good. The labels lightly scuffed. The
capsule lightly depressed on one bottle
of the Chardonnay. All capsules tight.

7194
One Bottle Armand Roux 17
Year Old VS Cognac in Case

Estimate:
$300 / $500

7192
Six Bottles of Champagne
Including Veuve Clicquot.

Reims, Champagne, France.
1972, 1973, 1975, and two not dated.
Two bottles of Bicentenaire 1972 Veuve
Clicquot Ponsardin Brut

Estimate:
$300 / $400

7195
One Bottle 1982 Moet &
Chandon Champagne

One bottle of Carte Or 1975 Veuve
Clicquot Ponsardin Brut
One bottle G.H. Mumm & Co. Cordon
Rouge Brut
One bottle 1973 Piper Heidsieck Brut
One bottle Taittinger Brut La Francaise
Various labels.
Condition; The Mumm label is
discolored, and capsule wrap rough; the
1975 Veuve foil wrap foxed, and minor
scratching. All of the capsules are tight
and contents appear to be full with no
visible leaks or ullage.

For multiple views and color photos, go to catalog.michaans.com.

Charente, France
1957 barrel date. 1959 import date.
Held in bond until 1974. Bottled in
1976.
Bercut- Vandervoort & Co., Armand
Roux 17 year old Very Special Cognac
Reserve du Patron in decanter bottle in
wood case, with excelsior and paper
label. Comes with glass stopper for use
after breaking seal and opening bottle.
The sheet of paper that comes with this
lot identifies this bottle as number 182
of 588 bottles
Condition: The seal to the bottle is
stained and scuffed, but the capsule is
tight. The condition of the wood case is
good, someone has written in light
pencil to one side "Bercut-Vandervoort
/ Ends/ RJ.

Estimate:
$300 / $500

Epernay, Champagne, France.
1982.
Dom Perignon Moet & Chandon
Champagne.
Dark green shield shaped label, Vintage
1982.
Condition: Capsule, label in good order
with minor scuffing. Level: .5 cms below
the label base.
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